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NYLS Prof Builds School's
Reputation in Gov't
By Brenda Hall
In 1993 Ross Sandler made the
decision to resign from one of the largest law firms in the United States, Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue, where he was a
partner, to join New York Law School's
faculty and create a center that would
acquaintNYLSstudents with NYC government.

subscribers and has become an invaluable resource to city officials.
NYLS was the ideal school to
implement such a center because the
school "has all the ingredients for sup-

PI Auction Raises Money for
Student Fellowships
.(i

By Jaques Nazaire
Going once... Going twice... Sold to the
highest bidder - two tickets to see a
Broadway show. And you could be the
lucky student to walk away with the
perfect gift that will make your significant other think you spent a bundle.
Little will your date know that you bid
for the prize at NYLS's Public Interest

The faculty decided that they
wanted to alter the school's curriculum,
Sandler said. One idea was to create a
program that would give students real
hands-on professional experience combined with classroom knowledge and,
at the same time, enhance the school's
reputation throughout the city. The result was the Center For New York City
Law.
"I thought the Center would fit
with New York Law School's vision,"
Professor Sandler explained. "Other law
schools had avoided working with New
York City or state issues, which left the
field open. This was a chance for NYLS
to get out in front of other law schools."
The Center for New York City Law
ismul ti-faceted, offering courses, workshops, and extemships to provide students with experience in New York City
government agencies. At the same time,
government officials are in constant contact with students and the school, attending monthly breakfasts sponsored
by the Center and being invited to lecture to classes. Students also have the
opportunity to further put their skills to
use by writing for City Law, a publication put out by the Center that has 500

terest group and the Soloman Fund.
Students selected for these awards receive a stipend of $350 per week. Last
year 20 students were awarded stipends
through these fellowship programs.
These students were able to work for
public interest organizations while earning a salary for their services. While
many students work for these organizations primarily for the sheer love of it,
for many the experience would not have
been economically feasible without these
funds.
To apply for the fellowships, students simply must supply a resume
and a personal statement of why they
want to work for a public interest organization. To receive an award through
the Solomon group, students must already have a job placement. However,
students applying for a PIC award may
do so before having a job placement.

The soon-to-be sought after prizes
range from Joel Lee's first set of marbles
and tickets to Madison Square Garden
to see the Islanders flatten out the Rangers to a date with a favorite professor.
Coalition (PIC) auction, which will be Although no professors have volunheld on March 21 in the student center teered for the auction yet, I'm sure that
at NYLS. Even if you don't get the tick- there are many students who would
ets for a steal, the money will have been like to purchase a date with some of the
well spent, funding the PIC and PI fel- more popular faculty members such as
lowship program.
Professors Ziegler, Strossen, Beck and
Cuevas (I personally wouldn't mind
The fellowship program is de- seeing Faith Kahn on the list). If you are
signed to provide salaries for students unable to get a professor you can alwho wish to work in the public sector ways settle for a student (not to worry
during the summer. Funds for the fel- ladies, Ted Kaplan will not be at the
lowship are not only provided through auction) .
PIC but they are also raised through
two other organizations, the Public InContinued on page 11

Jessup Team excels in D. C. clockwise from left, Larry Cowan, Daivd Werbel,
Cristin Flynn, Alexander Singah, Mama Albanese, Tina Margellis,Eileen
McCrohan. Story Page 2.

porting such a program," Sandler said.
A large number of students already work
for the city, the school has a large evening
division, and the school is located right
in the middle of city and state government. The Child Welfare Agency is north
on Leonard, the Departments of Transportation and Sanitation are on Worth
Street, Corporation Counsel is on
Church Street and the court houses and
City Hall are off of Centre Street.
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NYLS Jessup Moot Ct Tea01 Excels in DC Co01petition
Competition Marred by Accusations of Impropriety by Host School
By Kimberly Auerbach
After four grueling months of research, writing,
and oral argument, the 1996 NYl.5 Philip C. Jessup
International Law Moot Court team traveled to Washington, D.C. on February 17, winning second best brief
and placing fifth place overall.
Team members Mama Albanese, Cristin Flynn,
Tina Margellis, Alexander Singha, and David Werbel
competed in Washington against 14 other schools at
the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International
Studies (SAIS). On Saturday, February 17, 12 teams
competed in the preliminary oral rounds. The top four
teams, Georgetown, SAIS, University of Baltimore,
and George Washington, advanced to Sunday's semifinal rounds.
Unlike most Moot Court competitions that require each oralist to argue
from 10to15 minutes, the Jessup competition allots roughly 22 minutes for each
oralist, making the competition one of
the longest, and, according to the competitors, the most physically draining. "I
was proud of all of us," Flynn said. "I
think it was interesting watching how
everyone hand~ed the pressure, and in
the end we rose to the occasion and
performed as a team."
Preparing for the Jessup competition is also unlike most other Moot Court
competitions. On average, competitors
receive their fact patterns 6 weeks before
the brief is due. Due to the vastness of
international laws and principles that
students are required to master, the
Jessup fact pattern is issued in mid-October but the brief is not due until midJanuary. Afterwards, team members shift
gears and begin preparing for oral arguments, which are conducted in the same
manner as oral arguments at the lnterna tional Court of Justice in the Hague, in
the Netherlands. Numerous practice
rounds with teammates, faculty, and
alumni force the competitors to remember to call judges "your excellency" or
"Madame President" while answering
questions about international law.
While the weekend was a success
for the NYLS team, spirits were dampened by news of impropriety on the part
of the host school, SAIS. At the Awards
Banquet after the preliminary rounds,
Steven Schneebaum, the coach of the
Johns Hopkins' team, announced that
he was also the author of the fact pattern.
After he made the announcement "there
wasjuststunnedsilence,"Flynnrecalled.
"The fact that he had this background of
knowledge, that he knew how to think
the issues through, just gave [SAIS] an
advantage they shouldn't have had."
"Everyone kept looking at each other in
disbelief," Albanese added.
NYLS announced that it would be
calling for the disqualification of the SAIS
team. The decision was met with clapping and cheering by the other competition participants. Eileen McCrohan,
coach of the Jessup team, informed competitors that NYLS purposefully traveled to Washington to compete because
NYLS, which hosted the Atlantic Re-

gional Rounds on February 11and12, decided that
there was too much overlap for a team to host and
participate in a competition. The fact that SAIS competed in its own competition did not violate any rules
of the Jessup competition; however, the fact that the
author of the fact pattern coached the SAIS team
caused almost all schools to call for SAIS's disqualification.
On February 18, nine of the 12 schools that
argued met with David Anderson, Executive Director
of the International Law Students Association to protestSAIS's advancement to the semi-final round. SAIS's
disqualification would have lifted NYLS into the semifinals, with an opportunity to compete for a spot in the
International Rounds held in Washington, D.C. on

March 24-30. "All the teams seemed to support NYLS
and thought that they deserved an opportunity to
advance," Dave Werbel said.
AlthoughNYLSwasunsuccessfulathavingSAIS
disqualified on the morning of the Semi-fin.al Rounds,
Georgetown submitted a memoranda in support of
NYLS' claim to have SAIS disqualified. Dickinson
College School of Law, the University of Baltimore,
and George Washington stated that a supporting
memoranda would be forthcoming. NYLS sent out a
formal appeal after the competition to have SAIS
disqualified ex post facto, and called for a wild card
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The Quick Switch
You Do Have a Choice
Even if You've Already Enrolled in
Another Bar Review Course
• We will give you whatever is the lowest
price: your balance with the other course or
our sale price.
• We will fully credit .your deposit from the
other course (up to $100).
• We will give you the best bar review
course at the best price.
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Editor's Note

Reporter

It seems as if we've had this conversation before, but I guess it's time to talk
once again. Now that the semester is in full swing the Reporter will be on the stands
at it's normal time early in the month instead of the middle of the month. The
Valentine's Day issue was a smashing success and I would like to thank everyone
who worked on that issue. EspeciallyJoshua Brinen, John Kite, DebroahMeyerberg,
Tom Croci, and Kim Auerbach. The March issue of the Reporter is small compared
to some of our previous issues but I believe it's just as good.

EDITOR·IN-ClilEF

Christopher G. Waldron

MANAGING EDITOR

In this issue we have special articles on this month's art gallery display which
celebrates women. We also have articles about St. Patrick's Day, transfer students, ;::;
Professor Sandler's Center for New York Law and a host of other events going on
in the school. If you ever wondered what the Moot Court team is up to take a look
at the articles on pages two and ten. Ifyou don't know what to do or are just tired
of the same old routine take a look at the editorials section starting on page 14. My
personal favorite are Sharon-Frances Morre's tips about what to do around town
and The Movie Critic's comer. It's all there for your enjoyment so read on and have
some fun because you know we all need to laugJ1 sometimes.

Kimberly Auerbach
CoPYEDITOR

GREG BLACK

Staff Editor
TomCroci
Cristin Flynn
COLUMNISTS

Cardozo & Hughes
Charies Hymowitz
Dave McNulty
Donal O'Buckley
Ben Shatzky

Sincerely,

WRITERS

Hansen Alexander
Valerie Armstrong-Barrows
Andrea Barton-Reeves
Dave Drossman
Cristin Flynn
Brenda Hall
Lisa Krochmal
Siu Lo
Chris McGee
Liam]. McLaughlin
Sharon-Frances Moore
Jaques Nazaire
Lisa Y. Schatz
Mohan Sharma
Elizabeth Shields

Christopher G. Waldron
Editor-in-Chief

The Deadline for
article submission
for the April Issue
is friday March 15.

OMBUDSMAN

Ombudsman

EDITORS EMERITUS

Rupi S. Badwal
Rekha Brahmbhatt
James P. Horan
Michael Wood
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MARY CAMPBELL GALLAGHER, J.D., Ph.D.
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TheReporterwekomessubmissionsfioma:llstudent:S;tacu,Ity,a1uniili;
staff, and other members of the legal community. All contributions are
given high regard, and input by contributors is welcomed. All contributor$
are given the opportunity to review their submission5befQre the newspa~.
per is published, subject to con$iderations ?f time and. p~cticality. Qui.
editors, at the request of the contributor, can assist withcformulating and
writing an article. Authors of articles submitted to the Reporter are
ultimately responsible for the veracity of any article submitted and accepted for publication.

32-hour Small Group NYC Workshops for the
July 1996 New York Bar Essays

New York's only 4-day bar essay intensives!
• · Review of key New York law: outlines and charts.
• Systems for all exam essay skills.
• Students receive workshop materials and Dr. Gallagher's
highly-acclaimed book Scoring High on Bar Exam Essays.
Early Bird: May 6-10, 1996 (6-10:30 pm) and
May 12, 1996 (8:45-5 pm).
Mary Campbell Gallagher, J.D.
(Harvard), Ph.D., is a professional
wr~er and teacher. She has passed
the bar exams in Massachusetts,
California and New York. She is a
member of the Massachusetts and
District of Columbia Bars. She is author
of Scomg High on Bar Exam Essays
(Arco 1991; Sulzburger & Graham
1996). Her articles on legaltopics have
appeared in Legat Tmes and The New
Yori< Observer. Her articles on legal
writing have appeared "in Student
Lawyer and National Jurist.

The views reflected herein are those of the authors andn0tnecessarily
those of the Reporter, New York Law School, or of any editor or staff
member.
Letters and other correspondence should be addressed to: Editor· inChief, theReporter, New York Law School, 57 Worth Street; New York, New
York 10013-2960, (212) 431-2117. Articles snoUld be .submitted on disk in
IBM format with a hard copy.
THE REPORTER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL ARTICLES
AND LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. © 1995.
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June Four-Day: Sundays, June 2, 9, 16, 23, 1996.
Late Bird Four-Day: Saturday-Sunday, June 29-30, 1996
and Saturday-Sunday, July 6-7, 1996.
·1 was able to write the essays without thinking about the approach,
so I had a lot of confidence.•
Jan Riley, Columbia Law School (Member, NY Bar)

For information on these courses or on
courses for law students,
Call Or. Mary Campbell Gallagher

(212)327-2817 or (212)279-1980
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Sound Off To The 0-mbudsman
An Ombudsman investigates reported
complaints (from students or consumers),
reports findings, and helps to achieve equitable settlements. 1 The Reporter's column
"Sound Off To The Ombudsman" is presented for entertainment purposes only.
Dear Ombudsman,
Why do they keep bugging me
about a class gift after I have given so
much money to the school already?

Primary and someone actually voted for
Pat Buchanan.

The day some cheap loser, who had
to pay the extra nickel at lunch that day
walks into class with a NRA sponsored
sportsman machine-gun you'll be wishing
they checked I.D. at the door. So suck it
up and show the I.D. Don't be cheap and
lazy.

Signed,
Graduating

Dear Graduating,

The reason they keep bugging you is
because you are evidently too cheap to give
them the money the first time they asked.
However, I find your attitude to be a
common one at this school. I have never in
my life seen as many cheap people as I
have at this school. I went out with three
people a few weeks ago and everyone had
to take at least three looks at the check just
to make sure they didn't throw in a penny
over what they owed. Long gone are the
days when I would go out with friends
and they check would take care of itself
Long gone are the days of "I got it guys",
"This one is on me", and "Don't worry
about it, I got the check." I never borrowed
a one dollar bill from someone and had
them ask me when they would get it back,
until I came to New York Law School. So
the reason they keep asking you is that
they are cheap, you are cheap, and the
entire social strata of New York Law School
is cheap. Just plain cheap. (And I don't
want to hear any whining about the cost
of living in New York, or how expensive
law school is. You people came here cheap
and you always will be cheap).

0

I

WEBSTER SNINTHNEWCOLLEGlATE

DICTIONARY

823 (9th ed. 1983).

"C" build.

Dear Ombudsman,
Why is it that when I leave the
school to pick up lunch the security
guard can't remember who I am, 15
minutes later and need to see my I.D.?
Signed,
No Short Term Memory

Dear No Short Term Memory,

Checking ID. is a wonderful gift that
should be appreciated. Do these places ring
a bell: Texas Book Depository, World Trade
Center, Apollo 13 Heating and Cooling
Department, Biosphere II? There was no
I.D. check at those places and look what
happened. Worst of all, there was no I.D.
check at the New Hampshire Republican

• -· ·MARCH 1996
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Dear Editor:

On January 17, I had a nightmare. I dreamed I
was sitting on the floor in the Ernst Stiefel Reading
Room for three hours and got closed out of every class
because my lottery number was 999 out of 1,000 (well,
almost). Unfortunately, I was not dreaming. It was
NYLS's registration process.
I find it absurd that students have essentially
two years to fit in essential electives that are necessary
to taking the bar and yet can only choose from one
time option if they want to take that class during the
day. For instance Wills, Trusts, Future Interest was
either offered at 9 a.m. or 8 p.m.; Commercial Transactions was offered at either 11 a.m. or 6 p .m.; Federal
Income Tax: Individual could be taken at either 4 p.m.
or 8 p.m.; Copyright & Literary Property (maybe not
a core course, but in today's world important) was
only offered at 8 p.m. The list goes on.
The problem with this is that often a class can
conflict with another, or the final's schedule makes it
impossible to take the class. To accommodate day
students,especiallywhencertainclassesaresoimportant there should be at least two choices in the day with
different final dates for students to choose from. Another reason for increasing variety is that as day
students we must take 11 credits during sunlight
hours to keep our "day student" status. To satisfy this
requirement and take classes of your choice is almost
impossible given the registration schedule.

administrators can use the $25 late registration fee the
school charges to hire someone to come up with a
better solution to the lottery process.
Thanks for letting me get that OUT.
Kimberly Auerbach, 2L
February 14, 1996
Dear Editor,
I hope you had a Happy Valentine's Day. Mine
was great until I read the piece by Ombudsman about
several particular groups of students. In the guise of
entertainment, the piece discussed the students in a
decidedly un-entertaining manner. I was so overwrought by the nasty characterization of the brownnosing, older student, nodding affirmatively at professors' comments, wasting class time with anecdotal
personal experiences about selling real estate in the
eighties, and brown-nosing his/her way into a research assistant job for a professor that I spent an
entire class without listening or taking notes. I didn't
raise my hand once. Ombudsman should have been
there. Then again, maybe Ombudsman was there,
since Ombudsman is anonymous.
I'm sorry to say that it had no lasting impact.
Being the eternal optimist, I sought to distinguish
myself from Ombudsman's "annoying" but "entertaining" generic brown-noser. That was easy to do
since I didn't talk about my experiences in real estate
in Constitutional Law, only in Property and in
Lawyering (which coincidentally happened to be about
real estate, but of course had Ombudsman been there,
Ombudsman probably wouldn't have noticed since
Ombudsman would have been too busy being annoyed but entertained). I next realized that it couldn't
be me since I am under 50, not by much, but surely a
legitimate distinction. Ialsorealized that it couldn't be
me because in the description of the generic brownnoser, Ombudsmanimplied thattheunfortunate overachiever became a research assistant for a professor by
brown-nosing the professor in class. 1, on the other
hand, am a research assistant for a professor who l
have never had in a class. Lastly and thankfully, I have
never been on Geraldo.

As long as l have already begun venting l feel
compelled to complain about one more aspect of the
registration process. What were administrators thinking when they decided lLs (or for that matter anyone)
should have to plan their schedule for the entire year
ahead? Why should students fresh from the shock of
first year have to decide what kind oflaw they may be
interested in a year in advance? As a lL I had trouble
remembering my name, much less having to decide
whether l would be less miserable taking Corporatioris or Tax as a 2L. Some of these classes fill up so
quickly that if you are not on the ball or if you get a bad
lottery number, you might as well get use to the fact
that you will be taking 10 four-credit classes in your
third year because you got closed out of everything by
the time you realized which classes to take. Maybe I
Relief washed over me when I realized that I
exaggerate a little, but only a little.
didn't fall into the other category of student that
Ombudsman, prompted by Fed Up's letter, felt so
Finally, it seems logical to me that if administra- worthy of comic disdain: those annoying laptoppers.
tors know that classes like Corporations or Commer- As luck would have it, I type with both hands. I found
cial Transactions are going to fill up, plan ahead and that I couldn't nod and raise my hand to brown-nose
offer more classes. Friends, who wanted to go into the teacher and take notes on my computer at the same
Corporate law, got closed out of Corporations as a 2L. time. I can however, nod and raise my left hand and
This kind of occurrence just makes it all the more take notes with my right, thus participating and writharder for these people to get summer jobs in that area. ing at the same time.
I'd be remiss ifl didn't add thatl'm a little worried that
Professor Cuevas, who is one of the most popular
The dilemma of course was not really whether
teachers at the school, is leaving since he was denied the character was me or some other student, but
tenure. Does this mean one less Commercial Transac- whether to dignify the careless, mean-spirited version
tion class will be offered?
of entertainment with a response. My decision to
respond was based on the cowardliness of the apJust so I can't be accused of complaining without proach. While there is power in anonymity, there is
offering solutions here are a few: 1) Plan a "sympo- surely more power in speaking the truth to each other.
sium" in the Stiefel room sometime in the spring By making fun of a generic older student, whether me
semester for each year, or at least for lLs, so students or anyone else, the piece, under the auspices of a law
can get some advice on what they need to take for the school newspaper, mocks a group of committed and
bar and which classes tend to close quickly; 2) Only let · dedicated students who consider it a privilege to be
students register a semester in advance, not a whole going to this school and a privilege to be able to
year. This way if you did not realize you wanted to participate in the discourse.
take a class the year before you get a second chance; 3)
I have no solution for the lottery system but it seems
While no one I've spoken to thinks law school is
that if it is not changed some student, somewhere a breeze, I am not the only student that enjoys our
down the road is going to lose "it." I have a bachelor's classes, professors and readings. Those of us who
degree and a master's degree from institutions much have spent entire classes where a small group of
larger than this one and I've never gone through students carry the discussion, walk out of class and
anything like NYLS's lottery process, nor have I been wonder why other students don't participate. Is it
asked to pay a fee for changing my mind. Maybe because they don't care, or aren't prepared or simply
•••
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have nothing to say? We participate because we consider it interesting. Maybe if more students participated, it would be even more interesting. It's lofs more
fun to be a participant than a spectator, despite the
patronizing comment about being entertained.
Personally, (not that Ombudsman cares about
my personal insights or feelings, clearly that's not the
case) I enjoy being here most of the time. Like most of
my friends in school, I could do with a little less
reading and a little more personal time. Between
laundry (which I do rarely-it's actually easier and less
time-consuming to go out and buy more underwear)
and brown-nose/nodding exercises (which I do faithfully every evening so I can stay in top form), I have
precious little time to be with my friends and family.
True, I could skip classes and read Emanuels, perhaps
even sit back and be amused and entertained, but that
wouldn't be nearly as much fun, I would learn a lot
less, and I would be wasting my time and money.
Thereisonepartofmethatsays, "Carol, where's
your sense of humor?", and another that believes that
since there is no such thing as bad press, I should
calmly remind you to spell my name right.
However, since I assume, perhaps incorrectly,
that Fed Up I Ombudsman is really one person, let me
point out that the idea that anyone would even consider that writing about putting fellow students in
neck-braces to prevent their" annoying" nodding and
putting muzzles on those "annoying" students who
talk too much, is entertaining or humorous in any
context is a stretch. Anonymous attacks on groups or
individuals, whether done maliciously or humorously,
are cowardly. Perhaps Ombudsman/Fed Up would
be better off listening to what people are saying with
a more open mind and debating them openly and
honestly. Better that than glibly mocking other students with no risk of confrontation. Those of us who
speak up in class say what we want to say publicly, in
our own names and in our own voices. Ombudsman
should try it.
Sincerely,
Carol Pressman

SHOULD WE BE UNITED OR DIVIDED?
After having read Mr. Drossman' s article "Titles:
Do they divide or Unite" and then the letters to the
editor that came in response to the article, I find that
the responses labeled Mr. Drossman's article as being'
racist (I won't even touch that anonymous letter that
came to t11e writers). I disagree with that representation. I also disagree with Mr. Drossman's view of
history and the need for divisions in society.
I do agree with the fact that no one should be
judged by whether they have a certain heritage. That
more or less, is racism. The fact that someone comes
from a certain ancestry neither dictates the quality of
the person nor their capabilities. However, it is every
person's right to feel proud of their ancestry and who
they are. Some feel that a person's heritage entitles
them to certain rights. The fact that a particular race
was abused at a point in time does not bring rights to
future generations of that race. I think we all can look
back into our ancestry and find examples of abuse.
The English to the Irish, the slave owner to the African,
the Roman to the Jew, the American to the Indian, etc...
All people are entitled to the same rights regardless of
race, creed , religion, or sexual orientation (sounds
kind of familiar, doesn't it?). So, when someone asks
you what nationality you are, in a social situation,
speak your mind say whatever you may be, but when
it comes to a job, a need, basic rights, the only response
needed is that you are human.

Continued on page 12
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. The Ups and Downs of Being a Transfer Student
By Andrea Barton-Reeves
Transfer students are a unique lot. In one way
they are seasoned pros, old hands at law school life.
On the other hand, when they transfer to a new school
to start their second or third year, transfer students
begin the orientation process again. Acclimating to a
new building, students, administration and professors can be an exciting and scary experience, especially in the midst of the second year frenzy of journal,
classes, jobs and extracurricular activities.
This year a total of 77 transfer students applied
for fall admission to New York Law School and 14
enrolled. According to Judy Elliot-Pugh, associate
director of Admissions, students request transfers for
many reasons. Most often, transfer students cite family or New York Law School as their first choice as
reasons for wanting to transfer to the school.
"Transfer students come from all over the country," said Elliot-Pugh. According to the office of admissions, transfer students have applied from as far
West as Washington State and as far South as Florida.

Most students apply for fall admission, mostly to
preserve their credits. The law school, under ABA
rules is not permitted to accept more than 31 credits
earned at another ABA accredited law school.
The applications process is the same as that for
first year students. Transfer students must submit an
application, a copy of their law school transcript, a
letter of good standing from their law school and a
personal statement. "We place strong emphasis on
first year grades," said Elliot-Pugh. "GPA is important. We look for a 3.0 and above."
After the student is admitted, academic affairs
determines how many credits from the student's
former school will be accepted and assist the student
with registration for the fall/spring semesters.
Why transfer to NYLS? JonathanDamachekcarne
to NYLS to find a more challenging academic environment. "NYLS was the only school I applied to transfer
to," said the 24-year-old 2L, who transferred from
Touro. "I'm very happy I transferred. I hear people

com!Jlain about the school, but it's great here. The
students here are generally more intelligent." The
physical make-up of the school is much better here
than at Touro, Damachek said. "The library here is
great. The library at Touro was a converted gym and
[other parts] were all over the school." D3!11achek also
prefers the classrooms at NYLS. "At Touro the classrooms were in the basement and the lecture halls were
terrible. A400 is a palace compared to the classrooms
atTouro."
The school's location is- also convenient for
Damachek's lifestyle. "I have friends at NYLS and I
work downtown. At Touro, I lived in NYC and commuted to Long Island everyday. It was terrible.
While Damachek enjoys NYLS there;are some
downsides, mostlywithregard to the posting of grades.
"At Touro, grades were retrievable through a phone
system" and grades were posted much more quickly
than they are at NYLS. Still Damachek says transferring to NYLS "was the best decision I ever made."

Thinking of Transferring, Read On • • •
By Mohan Sharma
It is often said that anyone who ever visits New
York either loves or hates the city. I always believed it

was a product of my typically Canadian, non-aggressive mind-set which forced me to strike a balance
between these two extreme emotions. As a result, I
suffer from an intense love-hate relationship with the
city. For those of you who do not know me, I am a
former NYLS student who transferred to Osgoode
Hall Law School in my hometown of Toronto. I returned to NYC over the holidays, and confirmed my
love-hate relationship. However, I am certain that my
sense of admiration does not flow from the city itself,
but from my year at NYLS.
There were financial and personal reasons which
made me choose to return to Toronto. I worked hard
in my first year and did well, always pushing myself
so that I could accomplish my goal of returning to
school back home. The hard work paid off and I am
now getting ready for my second semester of my
second year. Osgoode is a top ranked Canadian law
school and I am honored to be studying there. But
there is another saying which goes "the grass is always greener."
There is a sense of comfort and congeniality that
exists at NYLS that may be taken for granted by most
students. Law schools are notorious for their competitive nature, impersonal professors, and grueling curriculum. Undoubtedly, NYLS suffers from many of
these fadors, but not to the extent that I have experienced at Osgoode Hall. My memory of the classroom
discussions at NYLS is that they were stimulating and
sometimes entertaining, but always consistent At
Osgoode, I notice that students choose not to share

their questions, preferring to save them-for an opportune moment when they can speak with the professor
individually. It is common knowledge that their hidden agenda is to gain an informal advantage over their
fellow students to ensure that the "A" becomes an
"A+." Perhaps if the Socratic method and the reward
of a 1 /3 of a grade were offered for participation, this
problem would disappear.

My memory of the
classroom discussions
at NYLS is that they
were stimulating and
sometimes entertaining,
but always consistent.
In addition, NYLS's location, facilities and aesthetics far surpass many newer schools, including
Osgoode. Osgoode suffers from the construction period of the late SO's and early 60's which saw glory in
bare cement walls. The open cement stair cases, dimly
lit corridors, lack of windows and the old plastic
molded chairs make the school an ideal set for an early
Sci-Fi flick. Suffice it to say that the.school's suburban
location and facilities make it an uncomfortable place
to do much but attend classes and return home. There
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is nothing comparable to NYLS's Steiffel room, the
student lounge, the several computer rooms, and the
modem classrooms at Osgoode.

Transferring to a new school also has its downsides. In first year, students go through all the lows
and highs of law school, and seek solace in their fellow
students. In my mind, it is comparable to sharing a
major life event where unforgettable bonds are created. When you enter second year at a new school,
those familiar faces of comfort are not there. In fact,
when walking the halls at Osgoode I often find myself
thinking fondly of those students who I was once
looking forward to getting away from.
My intention was not to tell all that it is a mistake
to transfer from NYLS - one can never predict the
future. I am already saving thousands in tuition, and
I am happy to return to relationships I had in Toronto.
But what has happened is that I have developed a new
appreciation for New York Law School, and I am glad
to say that I was a student there. My time there will be
fondly remembered.
Getting through law school is hard work. But it
is the subtle things, those that often go unnoticed, that
make the three years easier. If lean pass on any words
of wisdom from my experience, it would be to appreciate what you've got. The next time you push your
books off to the side and convince yourself that it
couldn't get any worse, remember that there is always
a bright side to every situation ·a nd you may already
be there.
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A Transfer Student Reflects: NYLS has A Lot to Offer
By Lisa Krochmal
Maybe some of you first years are thinking about
transferring to another law school. There's a million
good reasons you can think of to leave New York Law
School, number one being that going to a more prestigious school translates into a better job. I agree this is a
valid concern, but a New York Law degree can also get
you your dream job if you take advantage of what the
school and city have to offer. I left New York Law to go
back south and attend Emory University Law School in
Atlanta, Georgia.

law, the classes are theoretical with a national amorphous perspective. Every semester I struggle to find
classes that have something to do with practicing
law. Can you believe I miss the CPLR?

institutions as Coca-Cola, the Georgia Supreme Court
(top court), and Bell South. Other placements include
La Face Records, Legal Services, public interest organizations and government agencies.

The population is also much more homogAlthough I like Emory and appreciate my expeenous at Emory. As a result, you rarely get an out-of- rience here, I am glad to have attended New York
the-norm response that causes the class to break into Law. I miss the truly unique character of the school
laughter. Those were some of my best memories at filled with people who are interested in life beyond
NYLS. The lack of variety makes it much more diffi- being on journal or practicing corporate tax. At New
cult to wake up from a mid-class nod off, so I've YorkLaw,lwaspartofacommunitythatwasalsomy
resigned myself to taking 8:30 a.m. classes even on family. This level and intensity of relationships is hard
Transferring is not easy. Most schools accept only Fridays. The professors are academics who usually to find anywhere else. So think carefully before transthe number of students who leave during or after their require you to buy the most expensive case books £erring and evaluate the whole picture beforej~ping
first year. After suffering through another application the ones with their names on the cover. Appreciate into another school that has great credentials, but
process, the numbers are against you. Almost 20people the professors at New York Law, dynamic teachers lacks the spirit of New York Law. Remember, the job
left Emory and they accepted under ten transfer stu- whoareactiveinthelegalcommunitylikeProfessor marketistougheverywhereandevenEmory'scareer
dents. The administration at Emory respects New York Blecker. At Emory the professors grill the second and services receives its share of alums looking for jobs.
Law and especially its professors. They told me I would third year students as unremittingly as in first year Atlanta may be hosting the summer Olympics, but it
have no problem adjusting academically because New classes. Even if your last name is difficult to pro- cannotcomparetothenetworkingopportunitiesavailYork Law was a challenging school. From my perspec- nounce, beware they will get you too. To escape the able in New York and sponsored by New York, .a.. ··
tive, the classes and students are more intense at New heat next semester, I am going to take one of the School.
..
York Law. At Emory the students spend all their time at clinical placements Emory offers at such Atlanta
the Library. But the time is spent goofing a r o u n d , , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
not studying.

IT'

Starting law school all over is difficult because you know no one and everyone else knows
each other. People generally have been friendly
and helpful, but transfer students are initially
perceived as a threat and everyone fears they're
going to bust the curve. Many of my transfer
friends dropped drastically in their class ranks,
while others stayed the same.
At the same time, while the decision to transfer is often difficult, the rewards can be great.
Many people here, even those not in high ranked
percentages, get very good jobs with top law firms
in Atlanta, Washington, D.C. and some in New
York. In addition, going to a school that is well
endowed financially has its advantages. While
NYLS has no housing, gym or outdoor student
quad, Emory just built a new library that is very
impressive. It includes a pentium computer lab,
large windows full of sunlight and great big black
leather chairs for napping. While NYLS is in the
process of re-wiring the school, the technology
department at Emory provides computer experts,
laser printers, and several on-line services to surf
the net, plus your own home Internet software.
Emory has its own web page that provides legal
on-line services, similar to Westlaw, but for free
(remember that when you graduate).Additionally
the main university's technology department gives
free classes in web page making, using the pro-

~::;,~;e~:~:{ee~~;. PERL and Unix.
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ing
New York Law charge the same tuition, which is
curious considering how cheap everything else is
in Atlanta: gas costs $.86 and pitchers of beer only
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After experiencing another law school, I appreciate New York Law and its many unique
features. There are several major differences between the two schools: First, Emory has half the
number of students than NYLS has and the average age is 23. This means the majority of students
go straight from college to law school and lack
real-world experiences that many of the students
at NYLS have. The smaller population at Emory
severely limits the kinds and choices of classes.
The method of teaching is also very different.
Instead of learning anything about the practice of
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Sponsored By: AALSA,
BLSA, HLSA, ILSA,
JLSA,LaLSA
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Women's Herstory Month: The Stories of Four Women
and Their Art
graphed would hate what she saw. Lou believes that display her work." For her, she it is a "personal
one of the most important issues continuing to face growth experience."
In celebration of Women'sHerstory Month, New women today, especially between the ages of 20-23, is
York Law School is honoring women with an art being comfortable with their bodies.
Andrea Hagge
exhibit titled, "When Women Speak" from mid-March
Lou is a very visually oriented individual. When
Andrea Hagge has been photographing since
thru mid-April. The focus of the exhibit is women viewingherwork,onecanseesheseparatesthesexual 1991. Originally from Brazil, Ms. Hagge is in New
photographers portraying women. The photographs attraction of the female form, focusing on the form and York City attending the International Center for Photell stories, giving voice not only to the women de- shape of the female body. Lou hopes her work gives tography in the General Studies Program. While in
picted, but also to the women behind the camera. The women a voice since it is a way for her to speak. Brazil, Andrea attended law school where she quit
curator of the exhibit, Anna McCague was drawn to "Peoplespeakdifferentways.Ispeakhowlsee.That's . soon before completion. One of the reasons she bethe female form because "although it has been de- how I understand." ·
lieves she quit was that, "in law, you have to have
picted throughout Art History for centuries, most impower in your voice to speak." Being shy, Andrea
ages have been defined by men and their idea of female
Asked whetherherworkconveysamessage, she changed to photography because she found "power
sensuality. Beautiful as they may be, there is a distance replied, "People will see and hear from it what they in her pictures." She visited France, where.~he bought
between the art and the viewer. Whereas images of will. At a certain point, I am no longer responsible. For her first camera. At the suggestion of friends, Andrea
women defined by women allow you to experience the me, it's about expressing something, expressing from
sensitivity and grace of the subject." Anna chose these myself." Lou says she doesn't "have a need to publicly
fourwomenfortheexhibitbecausethey "explore
Continued on a e 18
the female form as though they were exploring ,.---------:--------------------------......::====~~~~~
themselves. Although each are very different, the
photographs connect with the viewer on an emotional and sensual level. The composition and
lighting employed by each artist shows their
subjects' vulnerability, yet depicts them in a sensitive manner." More and more, women are establishing themselves as artists to be reckoned
with. The four women to be reckoned with here
are Lou Strong, Andrea Hagge, Rochelle
Marmorek, and Susan Daboll. These are their
stories.

By Lisa Y. Schatz

THE BEST MULTISTATE
BAR COURSE?
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.

Lou Strong
Lou Strong has been photographing the
female form since 1989. Prior to arriving in New
York City in the fallof1995, Lou spent six years in
Pittsburgh. While there, she completed a two
year program at the Art Institute, receiving an
Associates Degree in Commercial Photo and
Multi-Media. Artists, including Juliet Margaret
Carner.on, Irving Penn and Imogene Cunningham
were her inspirations, "her tools."
Lou has always had an appreciation for the
female form, finding it, "pleasing to the eye,
comfortable." She has photographed still life as
well. However she finds "something about having a human form really exciting." In her experience, Lou has found it's not always easy for
someone to sit nude for her. As a result, her first
roll of nudes were of herself. In fact, two of the six
photographs in the exhibit are self portraits. From
doing self portraiture, Lou found the experience
a learning experience in which "I became more
comfortable with my body." More often than not,
she was able to see her body as "beautiful." Since
Lou became so comfortable with herself, she found
it "exciting to have a form to w ork with other than
my own."
When asked whether she had ever worked
with the male form, she replied, "It is something
I don't really think about." Lou finds the "shape
and curve of the female form more interesting"
than the male form.· Don't misunderstand her,
Lou clarified, she "loves men's bodies," however
she doesn't find them as " aesthetically pleasing."
She explained further, "for me, and most people
I know that are creating art, the female form is
more universally pleasing to the eye. People are
attracted to it. I don't understand why that is, but
it is."
In photographing other women, she discovered that "it opened the door to a lot of talk,"
evolving into a discussion of women's experiences with the female body. Lou found photographing other women "a challenge." She was
concerned whether the women being photo-
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Director Makes Changes After Meeting w/ Students
By Kimberly Auerbach
If you thought about using the Career Services
Resource Room but were intimidated, all you need to
do is check the "Hot Resources of the Week" bulletin
board on the fifth floor of the B building to learn what
books can help you find a job.

For those that have a quick question about their
job search such as "Should I put my class rank on my
resume?" or "Should I always include a cover letter
. when I fax a resume?" now you can call Career Services, submit a question and the answer will appear in
your mail folder due to a new service called Quick
Query.
And if you are overwhelmed by the amount of
paper in your mail folder, all you have to do is ~ook for
the green ones to locate which messages are from
Career Services.
These are just a few of the new ideas implemented as a result of six "Focus Groups" recently
conducted by Deborah Howard, director of Career
Services at NYLS. The idea to have Focus Groups
originally came about because the office wanted feedback from lLs about the Professional Development
Seminar, a program that introduces lLs to the world
of resume building and cover letter writing.
"Then we decided we really wanted to hear from
everyone," Howard said. "Basically I wanted to get
feedback and input and see how we were doing from
our constituency."
Since the beginning of the semester, Howard has
met with roughly 42 randomly selected students from

lL day, lL evening, upper-class evening, students of
color, 3Ls and 2Ls in the faculty dining room to pick
their brains and get feedback about the Career Services office. This month Howard plans to do a Focus
Group with alumni.
"I think it was an excellent idea," Howard said
reflecting on the meetings.
What she learned was that lLs tend to be overwhelmed with the amount of information thrown out
them. So she is making plans to send information to
incoming students before the school year starts and
may even implement a Career Services orientation
day.
"What they told me was, 'Before we come to
school we'll read anything you send us. Once school
starts, we're bombarded. Give us stuff ahead."'
Evening students felt they did not need to meet
with a counselor about a resume because they already
had one.
"A lot feel,' I'm a professional. I've had a resume
for 10 years. Why should I come in?' We told them yes
you have a resume but it's for the business world, not
the legal world and we need to convert it."
2Ls feel they have been left to fall through the
cracks.
"When we get back we need our hands held
second year and it seems the focus sometimes is just on
lLs," said second year Michelle Pilo.

But students did not just come to the Focus
Groups with constructive criticisms, they came armed
with ideas. One second year student suggested that
the office use the summer after first year to "hit
second-year students with things to do.''. Another
student suggested the office have panels explaining
the On-Campuslnterviewprocessandinvitingalumni
from medium-size and small-size law firms to speak
to students about what they should be doing and
where they should be at in the job hunting process.
One student even suggested making writing a
cover letter and resume part of the student's legal
writing grade.
Take the Mentor program binders to the students, suggested second-year student Andy Ryan?
Feature an alumni/mentor in the Counselor each
week.
And students learned about new ideas being
generated from the Career Services office. Howard
told students that she is working on getting a database
so students will be able to access information now in
binders from any computer in the school. Both day
and evening students should look for a new panel
serieson"OvercomingtheFearofNetworking," which
is being planned this month. And Howard plans to
approach student group leaders and propose that her
office will arrange a meeting with firms practicing
particular areas of law if the student leader will organize the students.
In all, students left the meetings feeling the Focus Groups were productive and that Career Service
counselors are approachable.

Irish Law Students Work Hard To Build a CoDlntunity
By Liam J. McLaughlin
In honor of St. Patrick's Day, The Reporter, asked can continue to grow. It is important to have someone
me to give a little history of the Irish Law Students to whom you can relate to when you start law school.
Association, some of the events that we have planned Unfortunately, not everyone knows someone at NYLS
for the semester, and what St. Patrick's Day means to when they begin their first year. Therefore, cultural
me. I am not much of a writer, as any of my professors associations give students a sense of belonging even
will tell you, but here it goes.
when they know no one. It is also through participation in these individual groups that the NYLS commuWhen I first started atNewYorkLawSchool, the nity as a whole benefits. Likewise the opportunity to
Irish Law Students Association did not seem to be· have and appreciate our ethnically diverse student
very active. I would watch some of the other groups at body would not exist.
school and see how they would help each other out,
and I wondered why the Irish students weren't doing
the same. In the beginning of second year, Torn Reilly
more or less single-handedly kept the ILSA going.
Despite our good intentions we never got together to
help Tom out. We decided that this year would be
different. Maureen Duffy and I joined Tom on the
Executive Board and together with a very enthusiastic
group of first and second years we are really trying to
get things going. Of course we are not quite as organized as we would like to be, but we're getting there.

Saint Patrick is the patron
saint of Ireland, and is also
the patron saint of the
Archdiocese of New York.

In the future we hope to accomplish a number of

things before Maureen, Tom, and I graduate. We have
a few social events planned for this semester, including: a Saint Patrick's Day party, a guest speaker discussing the peace process in Northern Ireland, and
participation in the NYLS multi-cultural festival. We
also want to make sure that we are there to help our
first year members pick their classes next year. We all
forget what a confusing and stressful time that can be
and how a little advice can go a long way.
The most important thing we can do is lay a solid
foundation so that the Irish Law Students Association

What a lot of people do not realize is that St.
Patrick's Day is a religious holiday. Saint Patrick is the
patron saint of Ireland, and is also the patron saint of
the Archdiocese of New York. Saint Patrick is generally credited with bringing Christianity to Ireland.
However, St. Patrick's Day has different meanings for
different people. For some it means nothing more than
a great night out at a bar. But, for the Irish it means a
day to celebrate your heritage. It is a day to enjoy Irish
music, dancing, and story telling. A time to spend
with friends and family remembering who we are,
and from where we come.
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Saint Patrick's Day has always been a special
day in my family. It would start the same way every
year. My father would come in and wake the four of us
up, (my three brothers and I). We would get ready,
each one wearing his favorite Irish sweater. My father
would then prepare a tremendous breakfast, the whole
tie dancing around the house to the Irish music blaring
in the background. We would then hop on the train
and head down to the parade to meet my mother, who
would have taken half a day at work. It seemed that no
matter where we went everyone knew each other, and
everyone was having a great time. We would then run
into friends and cousins, and friends who were called
cousins. We would watch the parade no matter what
the weather, everyone just taking in the music, and
dancing, and general good cheer. Eventually, the entire group would head up to my Uncle's for a delicious
corned beef and cabbage dinner. The day would last
well into the night and no one ever wanted it to end.
As we have all grown up that schedule has
changed a bit, but the point of it all is still the same.
Saint Patrick's Day is stills day to spend with friends
and family enjoying the things that make us Irish. It is
also a day to remember those that have died for Irish
freedom and hope for day when Ireland will be free
from British rule.
While the partying and the bar-hopping are a lot
of fun, they pale in comparison to the feeling that I get
upon exiting the subway, on that always cool March
17th afternoon and hearing the distant sound of the
drums and the bagpipes. To me, that moment is Sain. ~ki
Patrick's Day.
/
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NYLS to Host Largest Moot Court Competition
By Siu Lo
New York Law School will proudly host the 20th
Annual 1996 Robert F. Wagner, Sr. National Labor
Law Moot Court Competition at the school March 14
to 17. The Wagner Competition is the largest moot
court competition in the nation.
This year's Competition involves a factual situation authored by Sean Weakland and Gregory
Pietrzak that is familiar to sports fans and labor law
aficionados alike. The National Labor Relations Board
("NLRB") contends that the National League of Area
Football ("League") committed an unfair labor practice when it unilaterally implemented new employment terms before reaching a good faith impasse. The
League asserts that it was legally permitted to change

the terms of employment because the eight-month
long negotiations reached a dead-end. It also argues
alternatively for the adoption of the "less-than-impasse" standard employed by the Fifth Circuit.
The NLRB, through one of its Regional Directors, petitioned the District Court for temporary injunctive relief under § 10 Q). The Regional director
requested the relief to maintain the status quo while
the Board considered the merits of the unfair labor
practice charge. The controversy on this issue surrounds what standard a District Court must employ
in determining the appropriateness of §10 G) relief.
The Regional Director is pressing for the deferential
"frustration of the Act" standard, while the League
wants the District Court to use traditional equitable

principles. This year's fact pattern is currently available in the Westlaw "Moot" database.
A number of prestigious judges from the National Labor Relations Board, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, the U .S. District Courts of
New York and attorneys in private practice, will serve
as judges in the Competition. Thirty-seven schools
have registered to compete. The Competition rounds
will take place in various classrooms in the A, B, and
C buildings, and study rooms in the Library. All
students are welcome to participate in the competition
as timekeepers or judges' escorts. The Final Round is
scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. on Sunday, March 17 in
the Stiefel Room and is open to all students, faculty
and staff.
,di
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Jessup Continued from page 2
invitation into the International Round as a result of SAIS' improprieties and
the conflict of interest caused by the fact patter author coaching their team.
The results of the appeal will be known after the time of publication.
In the meantime, NYLS team members are determined to change some of
the competition rules. Albanese would like to see the rules prohibit the host
school from competing at home and prevent the fact pattern author from
coaching a team. Although disappointed, the spirits of team members remain
positive and focused on next year's competition. "I don't regret it at all," Flynn
said. "I learned more from this experience than any other in my law school
career. I can't wait for next year."

Aaron Burr No Jail Tiine

Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
ACROSS

1 Collars
5 Just one of
those things
9 Sing softly
14 Med. sch. subj.
15 Romeo or
Juliet
, 6 aitt protrusion
17 Rd. named for
an actress?
19 Fend off
20 Deep green
21 Nixon's Six
22 Mocks
23 Writer

Silverstein
24 Notsm.
25 Rd. named for
a ballplayer?
29 River
embankment
32 Assurance
from Good

On February 26, 1996, Aaron Burr, who

stood trial for the death of Alexander Hamilton,
was found guilty of Dueling, not-guilty of
murder, and not-guilty of felony murder by a
jury of his twentieth century peers.

41 Beyond a
doubt
42 Highas_
44 Rd. named for
a West
Virginia
senator?
46 Peter Amen·s
employer
47 Wishes one
hadn't
48 Believers in
the Almighty
52 Mexicali
munchie
55 Fashion
designer of
note
56 Perfonn on
the soapbox
57 Rd. named for
a stooge?
59 Unsafe at Any

Speed author
60 Pulitzer Prize
Housekeeping
winner of 1958
33 Blue Velvet
61 "Did you_?'
star
62 Actress Sharon
34 Rapper Vanilla 63 Excite
64 Hawk
35 Studio dcr
DOWN
overs
1 Sporting one's
38 Gumshoe
birthday suit
39 Disposable2 "What's in
razor brand
?'

3 Anacin
alternative
4 Like most
mules
5 "The Rose of
6 Full nelson
and others
7
wet
(mistaken)
8 Crumpets
complement
9 Bordeaux
wine
10 Addressed
abrasively
11 Poemsof
devotion
12 Cruel dude
13 lets touch
them
18 Nag
21 Tierra del
Fuegocoowner
23 "
• Rattle
and Roll"
25 Pooped
26 Sherpa
sighting,
perhaps
27 Agonize
28 Assoonas
29 Pinocchio, for
one
10

The defense fromLeft, John
Belmonte, Esq. , Heather Keane,
James White, and Mathew
Ko/mes as Burr.

Prosecution, From Left, Alfred
Amadio, Mia Dell, Esq., and
Joshua Brinen.

Professor R. B. Bernstein provided over the trial. Hamilton died on July 12,
1804 at the age of 49. He was the nations first Secretary of the Treasury, a leading
advocate of a strong national government, a framer and defender of the U. S.
Constitution, prominent writer and lawyer, and a leader of the Federalist Party.

44

45

47

Burr was Vice-President of the United States in the Jefferson administration. Hamilton's death ended a 15 year political rivalry between the two men.
Burr was indicted for murder and dueling but never brought to trial. New York
Law School students played out the trial bringing justice after more than 150
years.
62
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30 Outer: Prefix
31 Sentence
essential
32 Movie-theater
liner
36 Cosmetics
name
37 In a sensible
way
40 Exposes to
the
atmosphere
43 Deli
delectables
45 Saddam
Hussein and
King Hussein
46 Ski lodge
48 Field-goal
value
49 Franklin
(heating
device)
50 It's sometimes
thrown in
51 Traffic tie-up
52 Chinese

seaet society
53 Sea east of
the Caspian
54 Assured of
success
57 Cornfield cry
58 "That's
disgusting!"
11
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Sandler Continued from page 1

"The proximity and student interest make this a
natural place to have a Center for NYC law," he said.
The Center offers courses in New York City
government that provide a solid background for students interested in working for the city. In the New
York City Law Seminar & Workshop, Senior Counsel
from City agencies come in and discuss the work done
at their agencies and even provide advice on conducting a job search. Seminar students are placed in
externships at city agencies such as the Department of
Transportation, Conflicts of Interest Board, Office of
Administrative Trials and Hearings, Landmarks Preservation, the Law Department, and the Comptroller's
office. Students can take a course in New York City
Procurement and Contracting, which is not offered at
any other law school, and a course in the New York
City Charter, taught by Professor ·Eric. Lane. Eric. J.
Schmertz Distinguished Professor of Public Law and
Public service at Hofstra University.
The breakfasts, which provide a forum for people
involved in government agencies to discuss current
issues, are open to the public and usually draw a
crowd of about 150. Last semester among the speakers
were Michael Rebell, Esq., counsel involved in litigation over public school funding in New York State. The
crux of the litigation is that New York City receives
less money per student than the other municipalities.
Phillip Howard, author of the popular book The Death
of Common Sense, discussed his book on the problems
of over-litigation in the United States.
This semester, speakers will include Christo and
Jeanne-Claude, the husband and wife artist team, who
have been trying to convince the city since 1980 that
they should be permitted to build an art project called
"City Gates," which would involve building gates
madeoutofclothinCentralPark. In 1987, they wrapped
the arch in Washington Square Park, and more recently the Reichstag in Berlin. The breakfast, which
will take place on February 23 at 8:15 a.m., will focus on
their encounters with city government agencies and
detail their persistence with officials.

· PIC Continued from page 1

Prizes are still sought. PIC is depending on students, professors, staff members and alumni to donate
more great gifts. PIC members are looking for antiques, tickets to sporting events, signed photographs
of celebrities, one of a kind posters, a date with a
professor or fellow student, books, software, classic
magazines. I, of course will donate my yearly subscription to Bigguns magazineGust kidding!). But remember, anything donated is acceptable and all donations are tax deductible.
The auction is only a one day event but starting
two weeks before the auction silent bidding will be
allowed. There will be a binder at the student center
where students can leave their name, phone numbers,
and bids for various items. The auction of course will
not be strictly business. It will also be a sort of social
gathering. Pizza and Beer will be served. In addition,
PIC has planned other social fund raising events.
However one of the more interesting ones - casino
night - which would have been a casino upon a
cruise liner off of the pier, was canceled because the
ship burnt down. However, there will be a Casino
night next semester.
PIC consist of only four students: President Beth
Feder, Vice President Stacey Bleaman, Treasurer Kate
Usdrowski, and secretary Jason Krauss. These four
students are primarily responsible for the good work

Simultaneously, the Center publishesCity Law, a
publication that focuses on the process of administrative decision making in New York City, such as
deciding how to award city contracts. Margaret Reuter,
City Law's Consulting Editor since it was created in
1994, characterized the publication's purpose as one
of developing a jurisprudence about city issues. City
Law analyzes decisions and shows where each one fits
in with the agency's overall decision making scheme.
It is also a forum for individuals to submit articles
about city issues, either describing an agency practice

YorkCommunityTrust,andS.H.andHelenScheurer
Family Foundation support the Center, helping to
raise more than $100,000.
Recently City Law contracted with Westlaw,
and will be on line starting this year
Each year the Center offers a Fellowship to one
New York Law School graduate. The program immerses students in city law by providing an opportunity to learn a specialty and, at the same time, gain
extensive experience in writing and editing. The fellow gets to write an article by herself.
Both students and government officials have
responded very positively to the center, Sandler said.
"People tell me they read City Law from cover to cover
and they love it."

~

~

In part, what has made the Center so succe~~ful
is Professor Sandler, who says he has no regrets about
leaving private practice to build the program from
scratch.
Professor Ross Sandler, head of The Center
for New York City Law, stands with a guest.

"What I bring to this is 30 years of contacts in the
governmental and legal community," he said.

or arguing against a statute's interpretation or implementation. Professor Sandler, who is also City Law's
Editor, has said that City Law is written at the news
story level, thereby making it accessible to anyone
who wants to stay abreast of administrative decisions
in the City.

Prior to coming to NYLS, Sandler was senior
staff a ttomey at the Natural Resources Defense Council
in New York City where he headed the Urban Environmental Unit. From 1968 to 1972 he was an Assistant United States Attorney in Manhattan where he
was Chief Appellate Attorney and Chief of the Environmental Enforcement Unit. From 1981 to 1982 he
served as Special Advisor to the Mayor heading up
the Mayor's Transportations Office. From 1986 to
1990, he was Commissioner of the City Department of
Transportation.

The most challenging part is to write the news in
a way people can read and understand it, Sandler said.
The problem with government is that there is so much
jargon it becomes incomprehensible, he explained.
"City Law translates the jargon into good, readable
English."
City Law's subscribers consists of lawyers and
law firm that do business with the city, as well as city
agencies. And while subscribers pay $145 a year, the
Center is funded almost entirely by outside contributions. The Robert Sterling Clark Foundation, the Commonwealth Fund, The Mendik Foundation, Fund for
the City of New York, J.P. Morgan and Co., The New

that is done through the PIC. They Plan, organize and
partake in all of the PIC events. This of course is hard
work. Nevertheless, these students realize that this
type of work makes them better people, better human
beings and the success of each event represents a
personal accomplishment for each of them. Some
events of course generate more money than others,
but no matter how much or how little money they
make, they just keep chipping away at it. They had
two bake sales earlier this year. In November they
were able to raise $125.00 and in February they raised
$145.00. This auction is another means through which
PIC will be able to raise more money.
Feder was one of the recipients of a fellowship
stipend last summer. She continues to help the coalition raise money because she wants to ensure that
other students receive such an opportunity. She's very
satisfied with the opportunity she received by participating in the fellowship. Last summer she worked in
the Domestic violence department at Nassau-Suffolk
Law Services. This provided her with great experience
and confidence. While there she was able to become
more familiar with day to day legal paper work and
most importantly she was allowed to appear at trials
and argue cases. This not only gave her a chance to feel
more comfortable appearing in front of judges, but it
also made her proud to do something that she sincerely cared about: fighting for the rights of domestic
violence victims.
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He currently is a member of the City Procurement Policy Board appointed by Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani. He has more than 70 publications on environmental, infrastructure, transportation, and governmental issues. Having graduated from Dartmouth
College in 1961, Sandler then received a law degree
from New York University School of Law, where he
graduated with honors and was editor of the school's
law review.
Protecting the rights of those who cannot protect themselves is what all law students purport is
their motive for going to law school. At least that is
what they tell the admissions officers. Once admitted
of course, the only thing which occupies the minds of
most law students is making large amounts of money
and therefore they end up only helping themselves.
However, people who work in the public interest
sector like Beth really get to help others. Beth did not
get rich doing this but she was compensated by the
fellowship program.
Working for public interest never m ake lawyers
rich but it does enrich the lives of common people.
This is why it is important that more money should be
provided for the public interest section. The purpose
is not to make public interest workers rich but rather
to assure that there are more of them. Beth will soon
graduate and has applied for positions at the District
Attorney's office and legal Aid. If she does not end up
working in the public sector she will settle for a job at
a private firm but she will never forget that she is an
advocate of the public.
As for now she will help by organizing these
functions such as the auction which I'm certain every
decent member of the New York law school communitywill participate in. Nevertheless, she wants people
to know that whether or not they care about
the purpose of the auction they should show
u~ ~ecause the auction will be highly enter.·"
tauung.
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FROM THE HALLS OF THE SECOND CIRCUIT:
What It Takes To Become A Clerk of The Court
By Thomas Croci
Whether it is prisoners voting rights, or an MTA
fare hike controversy, the tough legal issues go to the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
considered one of the foremost Federal Appeals courts
in the nation. This being the case, the responsibility of
the Clerk of the Court is great. The Clerk need not only
be a highly skilled legal mind, but also a well disciplined leader to maintain the painful precision required of the Court, keeping things running like clockwork. It is therefore no surprise that when faced with
the difficult position of choosing a Clerk, the Court
sent in a Marine. The Clerk of the Court is both a
Marine and a lawyer, who attributes his success not to
infamous cutthroat legal maneuvers, but rather to
leadership skills a topic not at the forefront of law
school discussions.
George Lange ill has been Clerk of the Court for
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit since his appointment by the Chief Judge in
1993. He is responsible for all functions of the Clerk's
office which includes the entire appeals process from
beginning to end. From the initial filing of the appeal,
to the the record keeping responsibilities, the Clerk's
office, including a staff of 60 deputy clerks, processes
over 4300 appeals annually. " A great challenge which
requires lTemendous levels of professionalism from
the entire staff," Mr. Lange said. It appears however
that Mr. Lange's prior career has aptly prepared him
for such an awesome responsibility which he describes
as "a great challenge that requires tremendous levels
of professionalism from the entire staff." Mr. Lange
formerly served close to 30 years in the United States
Marine Corps, rising to the rank of Colonel in his most
recent position as Principal Deputy Military Counsel
to Commandant of the Marine Corps and Headquarters' staff. Prior to this position, from 1966to1970, Mr.
Lange served an Air Defense Control Officer which
included a tour in Vietnam. His active duty service in
the Marine Corps was briefly interrupted to attend law
school, receiving his J.D. from Loyola Law School of

Letters Continued from page 5
The part of the article that I disagreed with most
is Mr. Drossman's interpretation of history. He states
that "the more groups distinguish themselves, the
more they separate from the country's foundation of
liberty and equality." I don't see how he establishes
that our country was built on people coming together
with one mind and thought. Doesn't liberty mean
freedom to make our own choices and doesn't equality mean that regardless of our choices we are still the
same as the next person? The distinguishing of ourselves and creation of factions is what built this country. I remember from my college reading of the Federalist Papers that our country was to be a republic
where minority views and opinions are applied, rather
than a democracy where the majority rules. I pulled
out my copy and turned to Madison's Federalist Paper number 10. In it Madison writes about the problems that accompany factions and rather than abolishing factions, he wants to create a republic so that
factions, both majority and minority, can co-exist. He
says "Liberty is to faction what air is to fire, an ailment
without which it instantly expires. But it could not be
less folly to abolish liberty, ..., because it nourishes
faction than it would be to wish the annihilation of air,
which is essential to animal life, because it imparts to
fire its destructive agency." Without liberty there can
be no factions. So should we take away somebody's
liberty so that there won't be factions? Obviously not.
Where ever there is a free society, you will have
differing minds and our government was created to
control factions by making the factions voice heard.

his native New Orleans. Shortly after law school, he
reentered active duty as a Marine Corps judge advocate. He remained in the Corps in one position or
another until his retirement in 1992, at which point he
spent a year as the Administrative Assistant to Chief

and capable staff who make my job easy," Mr. Lange
said. "I am the only expendable member of the office.
I could walk out of the office, and the office would
continue to run smoothly. That's the way it ought to
be. I inherited a good organization with good people."
While also attributing his success in the Clerk's
office to the help and support of the Chief Judge and
court staff, Lange depends heavily on skills which
came from a forum other than law school. Rather, he
believes that any organization has to have a clarified
mission and purpose from the leader on gpwn, skills
which he sharpened during his training as a Marine
officer. "Leaders are not born, they're made," Lange
said, paraphrasing a familiar motto which hung above
the doorway of a former Marine barracks. "Leadership is a product of consistency, and the small things,
the details. A good leader need only set the tone and
allow for mistakes to be made and learned from. If
there is a good leader in charge, chances are it is
reflected in the good subordinates who surround
him," explained Lange.

~
~

~
~
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ci:
George Lange III, clerk of the court for the United
States Court ofAppeals for the second circuit.

Judge - United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Louisiana. In every capacity he has served,
Mr. Lange returns to the foundations of leadership
which he currently employs in his daily discourse in
the Clerk's office.

Mr. Lange's leadership style has obviously served
him well in life. When asked to cite his greatest accomplishments he answered the honor of being a Marine
-accepted as a part of that organization. In addition,
Mr. Lange gives his current position as Clerk of the
Court high billing. 'Tm intensely proud to be the clerk
of what I consider the premier circuit in the nation, as
well as a first class organization."

Presented with such a diffiq!t task, Mr. Lange
provides a glimpse at a leader involved in the administration of justice, who actively incorporates his leadership skills into his role in the court system and his
profession.

Despite extensive credentials and obvious skill
as both a legal mind and leader, Mr. Lange credits the
smooth running of the Clerk's Office predominantly
to his staff. "I am fortunate to have a knowledgeable
Uniting all into one frame of mind is wh; t our
government was created to avoid. It's here to allow
anyone who wants to say 'Tm _ _-American and
damn proud of it" and not be persecuted. We are all
different in our own ways, but still created equal.
Equal to say what we feel, act how we want (of course
within the limits of criminal law), and have our opinions of the direction of the country heard and applied
to law the best way we know possible. Factions and
divisions are what made this country great and will
continue to keep it that way. So, do titles unite or
divide? In my opinion, they unite us as one type of
people that allow the freedom of choice to all.
Donal O'Buckley
Dear Editor,
I am writing this in response to the glaringly
ignorant letter to the editor written in the February
issue by Mr. Lawrence Hughes. In his commentary
Mr. Hughes attempts to convince the world that riding
the city buses and subways is more expensive than
owning a car in the suburbs. He factors in the cost of
gas and oil changes in his calculation of 5.7 cents per
mile traveled in a car, while the subway rides average
out to 40.5 cents per mile.
Mr. Hughes has obviously never owned a car or
known anyone who owns a car, because we all know
the costs of owning a car and maintaining it are much
more than the cost of gasoline. There is the cost of the
car itself, the thousands in insurance every year, tolls,
parking, and repairs. If all of these factors were added
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into Mr. Hughes' equation, I am sure that he would
learn that the safety and convenience of New York
City mass transit is a bargain compared to travel in the
suburbs.
Mr. Hughes goes on to explain that commuters
travel an average of 22 miles per trip, while city
travelers venture only 3.7 miles each trip. Therefore,
he concludes, city riders pay three times as much per
mile. Unfortunately, Mr. Hughes fails to realize that
city traveling is much different than the miles in the
suburbs. On an island only 12 miles long, traveling 3.7
miles is almost a quarter of the entire city, while
commuter railroads running through countless miles
of grass fields. It is a totally different situation because
city miles cannot be compared to suburb miles.
Mr. Hughes then decided that my discussion of
the costs of living and traveling in the suburbs are
irrelevant to a lawsuit that city passengers are wuairly
being made to pay more to travel. He is mistaken,
however, because when city commuters complain
how expensive $1.50 is for a trip somewhere, their
eyes must be opened to the "cheaper" and "lavish"
lifestyle of the sub"urbs.

Finally, Mr. Hughes concludes by giving the law
school community a lecture on how city policy is
"dominated by suburban interests." Even his 15 footnotes will not help that argument. Whether Mr. Hughes
plans to use his letter to the editor as a writing sample
or for law review, he appears to have too much free
time on his hands. Thank You.
David Drossman

NYLS lL Plays NY's Music Circuit with Father
By Hansen Alexander and Chris McGee
Michael Stamberg, veteran drummer and first
year law student at Justice John Harlan's alma mater,
looks briefly up at base player Rob
Farinacci and then the drumsticks
come pounding down in a quick flash
of wrists and hands.

dubs. The band has performed at the China Club and
Tramps in Manhattan.

the rhythm section pounding the snare to his father's
lead.
Together they are defining that special bbnd that
a father shares with his son. They
are joining their different experiences, ideas, and musical influences together, and the result is a
heavy, loud and soothing treat for
the ears.

Stamberg's band is called Trinity
because the lead guitar player is Mel
Stamberg, his father, and when you
add Michael and Dad you get the Father and the Son. Presumably the audience is the Holy Ghost. On this chilly
New Hyde Park night, the audience is
truly ghost-like as they huddle in a
drafty tavern called Bucket O' Brew's.
Bucket O'Brew'sis located not far from z
the frozen iron tracks of the Long Is- 5
landRailroad,defendantinmany19th ~
century tort cases.
· Jl

In a time when image seems
to be more important than music,
and the way one looks overrides a
lack of talent, it is comforting to..
know that there are still musi.2""'
cians who let the music do the
talking.

YetthedynamismofTrinity
goes far beyond music. It transcends the superficiality that of~
ten accompanies most like bands
Bucket O' Brew's is the favorite ~
today. Making music does not
hangout of the Manhasset-Lakeville ~
seem to be a choice for Michael
Fire Department, one of the most reand his father, it seems to be a
nown_ed fire companies in No~th Drummer Michael Stamberg, IL at NYLS Jmas with father Mel Stamberg in a band call Trinity.
lifestyle. Hearing their music and
America. The walls are covered with
watching them perform is truly
fire hats and with photographs of notable fires the
It was only natural that a stick-wielding drum- an experience. It brings the idea of music back to its
company has fought, including the one last August mer would want to go to law school. Since elementary original purpose, which is to create art. Michael and
24-September 5 that made the national news. A large school Stamberg has been arguing with teachers. An his father enjoy creating art together, and as a result,
red and white banner in the front window ofBucketO' incident in junior high school focused his interest in they share in the very chemistry that defines them. It
Brew's reads: WELCOME FIREFIGHTERS.
law. "A teacher yelled at a friend of mine in class, so I is this chemistry that Michael brings into the classstarted defending my friend," Stamberg recalls." And room, making the halls of NYl.S more creative and
Trinity's gig takes place in the restaurant section the teacher said to me, 'You oughta be a lawyer.' So I diverse.
·
of the tavern. The bar is sectioned off by a thin wall. decided to go into law."
The patrons at the bar intently watch the New York
Rangers hockey game on television where Ranger's
"You're always
star, and NYLS hero, Mark Messier, hobbles off the ice hearing about entertainwith a sore ankle. In the restaurant the diners are ers and other artists being
munchingmostlyhamburgersandturkeysandwiches. screwed, so I've become
One couple sits playing cards. Another couple, arms interests in entertainment
.around each other, listen intently to the music.
law, dealing with artists
and their rights."
Michael's father Mel, who lived the rock and roll
life for almost three decades as a guitar player, also
Stamberg took .sevLive in the heart of historic
sings tonight. Mel hams it up a lot and mugs appropri- eral philosophy courses
Greenwich Village this summer.
ately for the photographers. Mel introduces the band at SUNY Stony Brook that
members between sets and, aware of an audience of convinced him that origi•Central location in NYC's most channing neighborhood
family members and friends, jokes about his son nal thinkers could go into
Michael, "We just met."
law. The most original
+Apartments with private bedrooms in modem,
thinkerStamberghas seen
Andrew Keaveney, another lL from New Hyde in law school so far is Proair-conditioned, 24-hour doonnan buildings
Park, likes what he's hearing. "It's pretty good," fessor Michael Perlin.
Keaveney declares.
+ Excellent living facilities for individuals and families
"Perlin was creative,"
Stamberg says. "I could
Stamberg's romantic companion, Christine identify with that. "He'd
• Eligibility to buy a pass to use NYU's sports and
Gerstner, a case worker with the Child Protection make a complicated rule
fitness center; free noncredit evening lecture series
Services of Nassau County, could play Marilyn Mon- of law dear with a real life
roe in made for TV movies. Gerstner says objectively, connection. Besides, he
•Three-week minimum stay
"Mike's the best drummer I've ever seen."
likes Bob Dylan. There's a
music connection."
Three-Week Minimum Stay
For more information on the
Stamberg's boyhood inspirations were drumSummer Living Program at the
mers: Peter Criss of "Kiss," John Bonham of "Led
NYU School of Law residences,
Michael and his faMay 26-August 10, 1996
please FAX or mail the coupon
Zeppelin," and even Animal from "The Muppet ther, Mel, have a certain
Show."
below or call 212-998-6512
chemistry that most
bands spend their entire
FAX or mail to:
"The drums seemed more fun," Stamberg says. careers trying to find.
I
Summer Living
I
"Playing drums is a more physical act than p laying Whether they are perI
NYU
School
of
Law
I
other instruments. You're using all four limbs at the forming classic rock anI
240 Mercer Street
I
same time, getting to pound out all your emotions. We thems s uch as "Rock
I
New York, NY 10012-1558
I
(Trinity) play because we love it. Whether its for no Steady," by Bad ComI
FAX: 212-995-4033
I
people, 100 people, or 1000 people, we just enjoy pany, or improvising on
1~m~
I
playing the music. It keeps us all happy."
classic Hendrix tunes,
I
Address:
I
Michael and his father alStamberg played in various bands in junior high ways seem to be reading
I City:
State:
Zip Code:
I
school and high school. Trinity was formed when one another. As Mel
I Day Phone ( )
Evening Phone (
I
Stamberg was a senior in high school. Trinity does plucks away on his vinI
SchooVAffiliation
I
approximately 10 gigs a year, mostly in Long Island tage Fender Stratocaster,
Michael uncannily leads

Summer Living

in

New York City

••••
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Editorials
Get Out of the Library, It's Time to Road Trip
By Cristin Flynn
When the groundhog came out of the ground
and saw his shadow earlier this month, he predicted
six more long weeks of winter. What law students
already knew, however, was that it didn't matter
whether the weather was going to be nice, because the
mid-semester lull is going to be gray, dreary, and last
about 6 weeks.
The middle of the semester can bring the blues
out of the cheeriest of people. The monotony of going
to class, every day, no end in sight, wears down on
students. Throw in an internship, or a full-time job,
and you're looking at someone whose life is controlled by routine. Being in the NYLS buildings doesn't
help, because after the first 5 days there are no new
places to study or hide. The buildings are so small that
students pass in the hallways and don't need to say
hello, knowing that they will see one another in thirty
seconds.
A routine begins to develop in mid-January: 25
pages a class for Con Law, or 80 pages a class for Wills.
The same seats in the same A300 classroom. The same
people with you every day. The same people talking
in class. The same special offered on Thursdays in the
Cafeteria. The same, the same, the same.

4. Newark. Who could ask for anything more?
What to do to break up the winter monotony?
Road Trip! Get out of the B building, blink a little as
your eyes readjust to natural sunlight, and go somewhere! How does someone whose fallen into the trap
of monotony decide where to take a trip? A few
suggestions:

The key to getting past the winter doldrums is
not to kill the groundhog for seeing his shadow, but to
try to break up the routine a little. Starting outlines is
not the most exciting way to do this, but it works. Since
it's impossible to see the Knicks, try going to a Nets
game. Or the Rangers. If your desperate, you can sit in
the audience for Charles Perez or Sally Jesse Raphael
and ask questions to the panelists about what it's like
to date their dads. Or go see a college basketball game.
St. John's plays at the Garden regu~arly, and Seton
Hall is just a PATH train and New J~rsey Transit bus
away. Or try a potluck dinner with your friends. It's a
great way to learn who can really cook. Then you can
get rid of the winter doldrums by going to his or her
house for dinner all the time.

What to do to break up
the winter monotony?
Road Trip!
1. Look in the Counselor, and see all of the places
Nadine Strossen has been in the past week. Pick one
and go there.
2. Find a friend with a cold weather vacation
house, and offer to drive them home for a weekend of
skiing. If they resist, offer to trade for a week at your
warm weather vacation house.
3. Buy tickets for Opening Day at Yankee or Shea
stadium. (At $12, it's a great deal!)

From the Left • • •
By Jaci Pickens
"Feminism is the radical notion that women are people, too."
I once saw this quote in a N 0 W newsletter. Ifeel this statement is rather true
to life. There are many different degrees of feminism, just like everything else.
From moderate to radical, each has their definite points and beliefs. Despite these
different degrees, I think we can all agree that every woman should have the same
rights as men. It seems that every woman would have a little feminism in them.
Who doesn't want equality with the opposite sex? Unfortunately, many people.
However, who can honestly argue that women have reached a level equal to
men when they still earn a lower percentage per dollar than men? And when
women get side stepped in their careers because they are biologically equipped to
have children? Referring back to welfare, since many women earn a lower
percentage than men, many below a stable economic level, single mothers may be
forced to indulge in governmental support.
These views are not my views alone. None of them are original, either.
Women's progress has been slow. In part because hierarcharily women do not
hold many positions of power. This has slowly been changing, but not long
enough to see major differences politically, socially, or personally.
I have come across quite a few people, mostly men (and unfortunately some
women) who seem, oh, almost fearful of "us." An independent woman with an
open mind. . . how novel. Personally, being a feminist does not mean I cannot
stand it when a man wants to open a door for me. It does not mean that I would
be offended if I received an offer to help with one of five bags I might be carrying.
I do not hate men. I hate the form of suppression men have traditionally laid on
women, and I am displeased with those who continue to indulge in this idea. As
much as I hear that society has changed, I would be lying to myself if I believed
there was no sexism, and that most men would not prefer dominance over
women.
Fortunately for many of us, law is one of the largest booming areas for
women. We need to keep working to make ourselves represented in all areas,
especially those areas where we can make a difference. Maybe then we c~ break
through that chain-link fence of white male conservatives.
As Elizabeth Cad y Stanton clearly stated:
"Resolved, that the speedy success of our case depends upon the zealous and
untiring efforts of both men and women, for the overthrow of the monopoly of the
pulpit, and for the securing to woman an equal participation with men in the
various trades, professions, and commerce."

The key to beating the winter blues comes from
taking affirmative steps to keep yourself up. Since
we're all in this together, find out which of your
friends most resembles Julie McCoy and let
her plan the weekend road trip. No matter
what you do, get out of New York!

From the Right.

• •

By Dave Drossman
"It's not easy being so right."
Harping on issues that might have been relevant 50 or 60 years ago, radical
feminist groups like NOW are continually trying to stir up problems that no longer
exist. Creating controversies has become a prosperous living for the leaders of this
and many other feminist groups.
Women are brought in and made to feel a sense of identity, a connection to
their "sisterhood." Then they are bombarded with arrays of stories and propaganda that brainwashes them into believing that the world is fighting against
them. The ludicrous belief that women do not have the same rights as men. That
they are second class citizens, continually being oppressed and restricted in
anything they wish to accomplish. Women have come a long way, but feminists
fail to appreciate these victories.
Feminists teach each other to believe that there is a male conspiracy stretching across all aspects of business, the government, and the world. They imagine
that a magical bond exists between all men to keep women down, because it will
ruin our plans for world domination and female suppression.
Propaganda like differences in pay, lack of promotion, and not enough
women in positions of power are "evidence" of this conspiracy. In addition, when
working women have children they cannot expect to not fall behind at work.
Pregnancy can affect the type of work you do, time off is taken, and you are less
reliable. It is only "right" that someone working 60 hours a week and producing
well will get the promotion or raise over the woman who chose to get pregnant
while juggling a career.
Those who claim that women's progress in America is slow are living in a
feminist-created fantasy world. There are no rights or privileges taken away from
women, they can even vote now! (just kidding) The "male-dominated" society is
not trying to restrict women from thinking, working, or taking positions of power.
There is no mass effort by men to dominate and .control women. They are as free
as any other component of American society to go as far as they want and realize
their dreams. As I always say. . .
/
'\
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"Freedom is a state of mind."
./",,.----·-----------/
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Why Should I Care About Legal Writing?
By Donal O'Buckley
It seems to me that as students we're spending
way too much time doing our legal writing assignments and not getting enough out of it to justify the
amount of work done. Many students have complained about the lack of teaching in their legal writing
classes. They felt that with the limited amount of time
(11 /2 hours) the teacher doesn't have enough time to
teach well enough for the students to fully understand. Don't get me wrong, the students I spoke to
don't want more work they just want more time to be
able to go over how to write well. When I handed in
my appellate brief a week ago I asked about 10 students if they felt confident about what they wrote and
if they felt that they had been taught enough to be able
to write a good brief. None of them felt confident and
mainly because they felt they weren't being taught
enough in class. We all tried to follow what was in the
book and hoped it was what the teacher was looking
for. By the looks of many of their grades, they and I
were wrong. I approached Professor Lieberman about
this problem and got some distressing results.
I asked him why legal writing wasn't more
credits. The amount of work done is comparable to a
four credit class. His response was that it would cost
too much money to have the adjunct professors come
in more than they do and most of them just wouldn't
want to. Also there isn't enough classroom space
available to have extra classes. I then asked why can't
we have an example of an appellate brief from our
professor so that we know how to write a brief that the
professor would like. He said that the students would
just fill in the facts of their case into the example that
was given to them. They had tried doing that in the
past and that was the result that they got. My final
question was why there was such fuconsistency between the different classes as to what the professor's
require. He says that there were no inconsistencies
that he knew of and that all the professors were to
follow the rules of the legal writing department.
I find these answers pretty hard to swallow. If
we were being taught so well in our legal writing
classes then why is professor Mills' calendar always
booked almost two weeks in advance? Why are so
manystudentsshowinguptoherseminars?Itmustbe
because we all know so much and that we just like to
keep professor Mills company. What a crock. Many of
us (including myself) are so confused that we need as
much help as possible. Maybe the professor should be
the one who dictates what book the class should use.
Or at least be able to suggest the book that they think
is better. We're expected to write briefs and memo's to
the expectations of a professor who may or may not
like the way the examples are written in the book. So

how are we to know what they consider to be a
professional quality brief? Flip a coin? Right now
many students are just replacing the facts in the books
example brief with their own. So what would be the
difference if they did it with one that the professor
gave them? At least then the student would know
what the professor was looking for. Don't most
attorney's try to get to know the judge they are presenting a brief to, in order to know what that judge
expects and wants? The legal writing program needs
real professors not just adjuncts who can dictate what
they please. There is no real way of determining their
abilities. They send in their resume which is gone over
by the legal writing department and if they're accepted they go through a grueling one day course in
the summer. Whew, that must be a killer. They are
then monitored in their first year and if they don't get
too many complaints they're invited back next year. I
didn't know that the writing ability of the adjunct was
more important than they' re actual teaching ability.
So what if the adjunct can write like Justice Holmes, or
Learned Hand, if he or she can't teach they're worthless.

If legal writing isn't worth
the money then why do law
firms hire specialists like
professor Mills to teach
their employees to write
better?

dictate what rules they want to adhere to, grade as
they please, and can change grades to suit how they
feel about a student. Why should this class be allowed
to affect my average? Depending on which class you
were placed in could mean the difference between a
"C" or a "B" or even an"A."
I know that professor Lieberman has tried to get
the legal writing department and the lawyering class
to somewhat join and become an eight credit per year
course. But he's been shot down by the faculty because
they think that it's way too much money to spend on
just legal writing. Have the faculty seen the newspapers lately? The ability to write well is one of the top
five requirements that law firms look for in employees. If legal writing isn't worth the money then why do
law firms hire specialists like professor Mills to teach
their employees to write better? One of the excuses the
faculty gives is that there are plenty of other higher
level writing courses offered by NYLS that if the
students want to be better writers they can take those
classes. Well I'm sorry to inform you but no law firm
wants a great writer that doesn't know squat about the
law.Ineedtospendmostofmytimeinmysecondand
third year getting to know the specialty that I intend
to go into after I graduate. And what about the people
whoaren'tsureaboutwhattheywanttospecializein?
They spend most of their time taking classes to see
what they like. So there isn't a lot of time, or for some
of us money, to take upper level writing courses. We
need to get the most out of legal writing and research
now. If the school doesn't want to commit to legal
writing the way they should then they should scrap it
as a required course and make it optional.

So if the faculty doesn't want to open their eyes
and see the necessity of legal writing then why should
I? To hell with it, I'll get a "B", or a "C" who cares?
Don't let a class that NYLS doesn't care about bring
Another thing I hear all the time is that there are down our grades in other higher credit classes. When
no inconsistencies in the different classes. Give me a you're-sitting in front of that big money lawyer trying
break. Professor tt,askell gave the students the re- to get a job will he say "Well you've got a 3.4 cumulasearchmaterial because they just couldn't find it them- tive average but you got a B- in legal writing sorry no
selves in the library. Well isn't that special. While job?" I think not. But don't be surprised when you
other students are spending hours researching for hand in your first memo or brief and they realize that
·their brief, professor Haskell's class gets to devote you can't write, and you get fired because you're
more time to writing their brief and/ or studying for spending way too much time and money doing retheir higher credit courses. Professor Lieberman says writes. Just thank NYLS.
that with only he, professor Glaser and professor
Mills, they can't keep an eye on all 29 adjunct profesAnd by the way all of the students whining
sors and make sure that they follow all the rules that about how unfair the word count is and h ow unrealthe department dictates. So why is the legal writing istic it is, get a grip, the fed eral rules of civil procedures
class even graded. It should be pass I fail. In our other just passed a new rule requiring WORD COUNTS of
classes our grades are anonymous and then they are no more than 12,500 words on all appellate briefs.
brought up to a curve. A legal writing adjunct can

Question of the Month
Who do you want to win the Republican nomination, and why?

Yvonne Hernandez. IL
"Dole I don't like the Rest of
Them. "

Armen Azarina, 1L
"Dole. He is a Beltway
candidate and a effective
negotiator.

Rick Chung, 2L .
"Alexander. Because af foreign
policy.
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Jon Brien, 2L
Don't like any of them bu if .lack
Kemp entered my vote would be
for him.

Jon Etiman, 2L
A lexander. Least of all
evils.
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Tired of Big Bad Government
By Hansen Alexander
I don't know about you, but I'm tired of our big
bad government. And I say, let's stop talking about
how bad it is and take some action.
I'm tired of having the taxpayers subsidizing my
law school loans while I'm in school. I want to pay the
interest weekly.
I'm tired of paying only $1.19 for a gallon of gas
when in France the people pay $4.00 a gallon. I'm tired
of paying only $.75 for a coke when I can get the same
can of coke for $10 in Sweden. I'm tired of paying $2.00
for a large glass of beer at Stan's when I can buy a bottle
of beer in Denmark for $8.00.
I'm tired of paying $.50 to a dollar for an orange
in winter when my friends in Scotland and Finland get
to pay $3 and $4.
I'm tired of those national and state transportation subsidies that force me to pay $1.50 on the subway. Get rid of those subsidies. I want to pay $5 a ·ride.
I'm tired of running for free in Central Park. I
want to pay $6 per lap.
I'm tired of visiting my relatives in suburbia
without being able to pay each time I enter a new
town. Just paying the toll in the Lincoln Tunnel is not
e~ough for me. I want the government to stop paving
highways so I can pay on each new highway I enter.
Basically, I want to bring back the good old d ays of the
Articles of Confederation and decentralization.
I'm tired of taking vacations in Washington where
the Smithsonian museums have no entrance fees. I
want to pay for admission to each museum like they
do in Europe.

and Hue. Young men and women who want to serve
their country should pay for the privilege just like we
pay for the privilege of interning with judges and
other legal personalities.

I'm tired of the big bad government paying for
national defense. I think each town should have its
own private army, just like the Italian city states in the
late Medieval period. ·

I'm tired of paying so little for heating oil just
because our big bad government can control the supply locations in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia and
the big bad American Navy can control the world's
shipping lanes.

I'm tired of Clinton and Gingrich and those
other government crooks trying to reduce the deficit.
They can run up the tab all they want if it's for a good
cause like consumer borrowing or a growth industry
where I can get a good return on my investment.

I'm tired of having social security and Medicare
deducted from my paychecks. What do I care that
these programs have lowered senior citizen poverty
from 62% to 2% in a generation? I'm going to be rich.
And I'm not going to get old.

I'm tired in general of the government picking
up the tab for educational and social programs, which
are better left to the states, where they can die a quiet
death through neglect. lfl have tl:t~ ill fortune to live in
a state that takes education and other social services
seriously, I'll "vote with my feet" and move to a state
that doesn't believe in taxes, like Florida, Texas, New
Hampshire or New Jersey.

I'm tired of the big bad government's health care
bureaucracy and the Disease Control Center in Atlanta. What do I care that tuberculosis has returned
with 26,000 cases in the United States because of the
reduction in immunizations in the 1980s?

I'm tired of the big bad
government interfering in
the private sector.

I'm tired of the big bad government imposing so
many rules and regulations that lawyers are swamped
with litigation and don't get enough time on the golf
course. I want this flood of litigation to end by the
time I pass the bar so I will have more time on the
tennis court and less time in civil court.

I'm tired particularly of the big bad Congress.
Why can' twe just abolish the entire legislative branch
of government? I'd abolish the Supreme Court, too,
because they spend too much time listening to discontented people moaning about their Constitutional
rights, except we need Justice Antonin Scalia to
straighten things out. Justice Scalia can send down
those
advisory opinions he's so fond of writing straight
I'm tired of welfare for the poor. I'm willing to
to
the
President. Think of the money we could save
pay my fair share to develop a real jobs training
with
no
big bad Congress. Once a month Scalia could
program and day care program. I figure such a comprehensive program should total only about $2 tril- go down to the White House for a little summit, just
lion. So my share should be, let's see, approximately like Mussolini and Hitler used to have, and I tell you,
the A train would run on time.
$10,000.

I'm tired of seeing my little nieces and nephews
attending public schools without paying tuition. I
I'm tired of the whole big bad government,
I'm tired of the big bad government interfering
want them to pay steep tuition so they will appreciate
Judaic-Christian
philosophy. I'm into the Islamic selftheir education all through elementary school, middle in the private sector. Do you think that Chrysler really
help tradition.
wanted
to
be
bailed
out
by
the
goverrunent?
Do
you
school and high school.
really think George Steinbrenner wanted to accept $42
I'm tired ofhavingtowaitforthedaywhenl can
million
in taxpayers money when his Tampa shipI'm tired of the big bad government's interferride
away
from big bad government into the sunset,
ence in education. I want the federal government and building company had a bad year in 1994? Do I care
just
like
John
Wayne. Only I won't let the big bad
state government to stop subsidizing public educa- that 75% of startup businesses go under in the first
government
pay
me millions not to grow anything on
tion. I want all state universities, colleges, junior col- year? It's time to end those small business loans from
my
ranch
like
John
Wayne.
leges, community colleges, and publicly funded trade the government.
schools to be closed. I want all non private law schools
Just send me the bill, big bad government.
I'm tired of the big bad Federal Reserve trying to
closed. I want my property taxes to go up 900% to pay
for local education. I want to pay private school tu- control inflation and strengthening the value of the
ID
ition rates to public universities if state governments stocks and bonds I own. I want the Federal Reserve to
I
get
off
Wall
Street's
back
so
we
can
return
to
the
good
don't take my advice in the future.
old days of 13% inflation and devalued bonds.
I'm tired of the big bad goverrunent interfering
I'm tired of the big bad government helping
in my flight plans by subsidizing the entire airline
industry. I see no reason why the government should Americans to buy homes through the mortgage depay for airport construction, control towers, flight duction. Let's bring back the good old days when only
control systems, air traffic control systems, and the the rich bought homes.
salaries of the air traffic controllers. Just add the cost of
I'm tired of all the big bad exemptions on my tax
the commercial aviation industry to my ticket. I want
forms. If I get married, I don't want any exemptions
to pay $2,000 one way, New York to Miami.
for my spouse or descendants.
I'm tired of paying only $12 for a ticket to see the
I'm tired of the big bad government FEMA showYankees. Let's stop subsidizing the Yankee Stadium
parking lots. Let's not put $600 million into yet an- ing up every time a few cities get wiped out in a flood
other renovation of Yankee Stadium. I want the big or hurricane or tornado or earthquake. If my house
bad government to get off baseball's back by repealing gets wiped out, I'll pay for all the damage myself.
the Reserve Clause so baseball can be subject to antiI'm tired of the big bad government paying for
trust laws, too. Let's pay $180 a ticket per game to see
the Yankees. Let's privatize Shea Stadium and pay dams, ports, sewage systems, electrical systems, wa$200 a ticket per game.
ter purification plants, reservoirs, environmental cleanups, scientific research, law enforcement, jails, court
I'm tired of hearing about how my grandfathers houses, parks.
and uncles benefited from the socialistic GI bill just
because they lost a few limbs at Okinawa and Salemo

J
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Movie Critic's Corner '.
By Charles Hymowitz

By Dave McNulty
On some levels City Hall was a
fantastic movie. Both Al Pacino as the
mayor, and John Cusak as the deputy
mayor, turned in great performances in
this dramatic portrayal of New York
City politics. Mayor John Pappas is loved
by the people of NYC, from the Hudson
all the way to the outer reaches of the
boroughs. Even after a six-year old boy
is caught in the crossfire of a gunfight
involving a Mafia Don's nephew and an
off-duty detective, Pappas' emotional
speech over the boy's coffin garners
respectful adulation from the members
of the deceased boy's minority community. Only Pacino could convincingly
tum an event that might conceivably
drive a city against its leaders into an
overwhelming show of support. He and
Cusak have a credible chemistry.
Cusak's efforts to cater to his boss while
never compromising his ethics and professionalism, were believable. Unfortunately, their performances were not
enough to carry this story through.

but ultimately exists as a love interest
for Cusak in a story line that is barely
explored. All in all, an entertaining nobrainier.

~

{' ~'

Sense and Sensibility

Thank Jane Austin for this one.
Many people avoid this type of movie
for one reason or another. Either they
are afraid of the dated dialogue, or assume it will be boring because, who
cares about the love lives of British aristocracy from hundreds of years ago?
Poppycock, I say. 1his is an extremely
entertaining movie, equally funny and
able to tug at your emotions (I laughed,
my date cried). Emma Thompson wrote
the screenplay and stars as the oldest of
three rich sisters whose father dies, leaving them with barely enough to live on.
The sisters and their mother are forced
to abandon their castle and move to the
country to live in a tiny cabin with disThe weakest point here is the tant relatives. Thompson and her
screenplay. What happens in the movie younger sister, played by Kate Winslet,
works, but not enough happens. There suffer the ups and downs of misguided
is a slight twist to the story line, but once loves, misinterpreted emotions, and
I figured it out, which, believe me, was mysterious illnesses before finding true
not difficult, I kept waiting for the next happiness with their suitors. Hugh
twist which never came.The Mafia Don, Grant and Alan Rickman are also comhis nephew's death, and the political mendable, respectively, as the bashful
system are intertwined (oooh, now object of Thompson's affections, and
there's a surprise). It's a good story, but the handsome, yet weak nobleman with
it leaves you expecting more. The other his eyes on Winslet. Titis picture is up
frustrating aspect was Bridget Fonda's for seven Academy Awards, which
character. She works for the Policeman's should give you some indication of its
Benevolence Association, representing mass appeal. . Hint: it's a great date
the wife and children of the slain detec- movie.
tive. But there is little point to her character. She helps Cusak investigate the
. Mafia's connection to the government,

At a basic level, film reviewing (or
any other sort of criticism) cannot be
objective. We bring who we are into the
movie theater. No matter how many
films we've seen or how strong or clear
the critical thinking is, at some point,
our interests, prejudices, hopes, fears
and desires take over and influence how
we view the film in question. Anyone
who says otherwise is fooling themselves.
I liked City Hall. No, I loved City
Hall. My sense of excitement and pleasure coming out of the film had little to
do with the film itself (which is good but
really not great) and more with the way
the film's idealism and sense of political
possibilities plugged into something
visceral inside of me. To me, this film is
about reform, doing good, doing the
right thing and about making the difference. It is about being idealistic, young
(I'd say about 14 years old) and thinking
that politics was the way you can fix the
world. To others, it is an OK thriller,
heavy on atmosphere and riddled with
just enough plot holes to make you question the entire premise of the film.

funeral of a innocent _child is an awe
inspiring scene filled with imagery and
rhetoric that cuts through to reach the
emotional core of the moment. His cheap
political favor at the center of the film is
what cuts him down to the level
of...(insert the name of your favorite
two-bit politician of the moment).
There are quite a few other very
pleasurable things in this film. The casting of almost all the major roles is on
target. My favorites were Martin Llli.dau
as an anguished Criminal Court judge,
Danny Aiello as the Brooklyn political
leader and Anthony Franciosa as a warm
but ultimately viperish mob boss. The
City of New York is a real star here, too.
Where the film does not hold together is in the coincidences too obviously thrown together. Nor does it support the idea of John Cusak as the crusading assistant mayor who somehow
finds the time to be an amateur sleuth
without anyone in the city's power structure hearing about it. Equally unbelievable is Bridget Fonda as the crusading
lawyer and the relationship (most of
which must have been left on the cutting room floor) which develops between Cusak and Fonda.

Al Pacino as Mayor John Pappas is
a powerful man, aware of what is good
and right, always fighting the good fight
for truth, justice and jobs. If this mayor
But, for me, at least, none of it
doesn't go on to higher office, there mattered. I had a great time and had no
would be no justice. But, as the film problem suspending my disbelief and
makesclearattheendathisquietdown- overlooking some of the more glaring
fall, he is as opportunistic and capable script issues. If you were once young
of chicanery as (we believe) any politi- and idealistic, City Hall might be a place
cian can be today. His eulogy at the for you, too.

RATING KEY
(1 gavel] Don't be home when this movie comes on TV
(2 gavels]Be sure to catch it on HBO
(3 gavels]Definitely rent it
(4 gavels]See it at a matinee or discount movie theater
(5 gavels]Shell out the $8.00 for a first-rate movie

Neighborhood Picks of the Month

...

A truly exotic Tribeca shop where the variety ofparrots sold is second
only to the tropical colors and sounds of the birds. Prices range from $150
to $2500. Rare breeds can be special ordered fo r up to $25,000.

One of Americas most renown French restaurants, located
just a short walk from NYLS. soon bids adieu to creator David
Bouley as he prepares to take over The Russian Tea Room.

..1.u
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·. March: Felines, Flower Shows, Parades & More
By Sharon-Frances Moore
March is here and with it comes new and exciting things to do in New York. This month New York
host animals, flora, and fauna. You can see everything
from famous eggs to wild cats.
March 1st-3rd
Spend a purrrrfect day at the Cat Show. The
feline event of the season will be held at Madison
Square Garden. Every cat will be represented from
Siamese to Persian, long and short hairs and no tail
Manx to long tail Himalayan and some in between.
For more information call (718) 855-1928.
March 7th-11th
The International Art Expo will run for five
exciting day at the Jacob JavitCenter. The expo is open
to the public, collectors, and artists alike.
March 8th-17th
The Flower Show. Everything is in bloom at the
New York Colosseum located at 8th Avenue and 59th
Street. The flower show has wonderful floral exhibits
that will excite anyone's senses of smell and sight.

For more information call (800)553-2122.
March 13th-17th
RIVERDANCE. This performance sold out in
London and Dublin. So you'll need the luck of the Irish
to get tickets for the Radio City Music Hall production.

This month New York hosts
animals, flora, and fauna.
You can see everything from
famous eggs to wild cats.
March 16th
Saint Patrick Day Parade. The parade begins at
11 a.m. at 44th street and 5th Avenue and winds up on
86th Street. Saint Patrick was born in western Britain.
At 16 he was captured by Irish marauders and held as
a slave for six years until
he escaped. Upon his escape he went back to England. One night he
dreamed that a man
handed him a letter that
said "The voice of the ·
Irish." While reading the

Food
Must Try Irish Pub

letter he heard voices that said "We beseech thee, holy
youth to come and walk once more amongst us." This
was his calling. His calling sent him back to Ireland
where he began his religious work.
March 21st-April 28th
"He flies through the air with the greatest of ease
- the daring young man on the flying trapeze.... "
Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus is in
town. You can see death defying acts, high-wire
balancing, juggling performances and heart pounding non stop animal shows... hey that sounds a lot like
New York Law School. For more information call
(212) 465-6741.
March 21st
Watch the circus animals walk down a New
York avenue. The parade begins at 3 a.m. - that's
right, it is not a typo 3.ilJll,. The animals arrive through
the Queens Mid-Town Tunnel and march through the
city.
March 28th
A Faberge egg exhibit that would make any Czar
salivate is being displayed at the Metropolitan Museum of Art located on 82nd Street and 5th Avenue.
Carl Faberge was a goldsmith for the Russian Czars and created the eggs for them to
be given as annual Easter gifts.

By Donal O'Buckley
The other day I went to a restaurant that was absolutely great. The name
is Katie O'Toole's and it's on 134 Reade Street. Just west of West Broadway. It's
an Irish Pub and Restaurant that serves the general burgers and fries, but what
was so great about it was the size, service, and extras.
We had been walking around the neighborhood for about 30 minutes
trying to find a place that wasn't so packed to have a burger other than
Mc Donalds. We really just bumped into this place. The place had plenty of room
to sit, not to mention a huge bar. The waiter Joe within 3 to 5 minutes took our
order and introduced us to the pub security cat Barnabas. While waiting we
played a game of pool and watched black and white films on a big screen
television. The food came within another 10 minutes and it was great. When I
asked for a medium-well hamburger I got one - not some bloody calf that you
get from other places. The prices were average: $5-6 for a burger and fries. The
est part about it was they had Guiness stout on tap. We left full and satisfied
and more than happy to go back in the near future. It's definitely a place to go
for a good meal, nice surroundings, and cool waiters/bartenders.

Herstory Continued from page 8
decided to pursue a career in photography. Almost immediately, she began
photographing nudes.
Andrea has always been attracted to the female body, however she has never
done self portraits, saying, "I want to, but I cannot see, so I use other bodies."
Further, she's "afraid to see what the camera sees," thus she "prefers to be behind
the camera." Andrea finds large bodies beautiful. When she photographs a
"normal body," she will fragment the image, meaning for example, she'll exclude
the head of the woman. "Almost all the time, I like to portray the body as if it were
a statue, like Michelangelo's David," said Andrea.
Andrea finds that "all the time I want to say something, but I can't say
something. I use photography to express what I want to say." She believes her
"unconscious" is expressed through h er work. Andrea's work truly comes from
within her heart and mind. Andrea doesn't believe one needs to have practical
training or attend the best art schools to become an artist. Often, she makes a lot
of mistakes when photographing, including having a tendency to forget wh at film
she uses. One of her professors at ICP, refers to them as "good mistakes." Andrea
believes that "if you worry all the time about the technical asp ect, it becomes really
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Herstory Continued from page 18
boring." As a result, when she develops her photographs, they are "always a surprise."

Rochelle Marmorek
Rochelle Marrnorek has been photographing
since the 1970's, and has been focusing on the nude
since 1985. She was born and raised in Brooklyn,
where she attended Brooklyn College and received a
degree in Art Education. Formerly, Rochelle taught
art to elementary school children. While teaching, she
found time for her photography, but at that time inher
life "teaching came first." She "never thought of being
an artist." Rochelle took early retirement so she could
focus on her photography. Although she has always
been interested in the nude in art, her attraction for the
nude didn't appear in her work until after attending a
workshopattheCenterforPhotographyatWoodstock
in the early 1980's. People who have inspired Rochelle
are her teachers, including Craig Stevens, Bob Brooks,
and Lucien Clergue.
·

could stay engaged in the paintings," says Susan.
Her Renaissance work was the first time she wasn't
working on herself, discovering that "although I
was working with the same issues, it wasn't based
on myself," an important stepping stone for her.
Aware that throughout Art History the paintings of women were created by men, Susan was
always questioning herself, wondering whether she
was merely doing the same thing. She soon realized
that she was "in control of how the image is being
portrayed," thus making her work distinctly different. From her experiences with the female form,
fel'!'inist issues continuously emerge. It is evident
that Susan's portrayal of women is derived from
"the strength of the women."
All four women, Lou Strong, Andrea Hagge,
Rochelle Marmorek, and Susan Daboll bring innovative light to the depiction of women in art. It is
quickly apparent, that no matter what size or shape,
all women are beautiful. Beauty is defined as "a
quality that is present in a thing or person giving
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intense aesthetic pleasure or deep satisfaction to the
senses or the mind." One cannot experience this
powerful exhibit without feeling a sense of pleasure.
Truly, there is beauty in all of us, as these women
portray. I
ask that
when you
view their
work and
feel
the
beauty and
the strength
of
the
women
portrayed,
that you
take a step
closer and
listen to
their stories.

Rochelle sees the human body in many
ways. Her work expresses her attraction for the
"forms made by the figures and shadows." Rochelle finds that, "additional elements such as ma- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ,
terial, combine with the form to add a new dimension." Her experimentation with different
torling processes "accentuates the contours and
adds mood to the photograph." Rochelle finds
that her portrayal of women differs from others
by incorporating a "sense of humor" in her work.

A Free Night Out

Rochelle finds that" there's beauty in everybody." In addition to her work of the female form,
she has been focusing on the male form for the
past six or seven years. When asked whether
there is a difference in the portrayal of the male
form versus the female form, she responded
"people are more used to looking at the female
form, whereas for the male form, society is still
getting used to it." Rochelle hopes "to see the
male form become more widely accepted so the
viewing is more comfortable and more at ease."

Susan Daboll
Born near New London, Connecticut, Susan Daboll has been photographing since 1973.
She attended Syracuse Urliversity, where she
transferred to the art school in her sophomore
year because it was the" only place I felt like I was
learning anything." Susan moved to New York in
1975 and lived in Soho, a haven for artists. In
1982, she enrolled in a graduate program offered
for the first time at New York Urliversity in connection with the International Center for Photography. While there, she discovered that she had
found her subject and began photographing herself.
Stemming from insecurities with herself,
Susan's earlier work encompasses her personal
growth experience through the eyes of the camera. Her self portraiture work involved dressing
up as Barbie, and in sexy clothing. From there she
began photographing female statues and various
female friends, where she portrayed "the ideal
woman, the ideal body type and how the ideal
evolved throughhistory." For Susan, "the notion
of working with the Barbie doll, female sexual
clothing, and looking at statues and art history,
validated myself, my body and women."

1bere's a concert at Carnegie Hall and second- and third-year students are invited.
It's in April, before exams and bar review courses cramp your social life. The award winning
Carnegie Mellon University philharmonic will perform works of the Greek contemporary
classical composer Iannjs Xenakis to kick off a celebration of the maestro's 70th year.
The tickets would be $35 each if you had to pay for them,
but second- and third-year students can get up to 2 free.
The program includes works for full orchestra, small percussion ensemble, and soloist.
The Washington Post thinks the CMU Philharmonic is "decisive and clean playing."
Was your last memo of law that good?
So, fill out the coupon and invite a friend for a night at Carnegie Hall.
And then get back to work.
We'll mail your tickets to you a few weeks before the April 23rd concert.
The curtain goes up at 8:00PM.

..............................................................................
Name~------------------

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Phone------- Grad yr ___ # of tix

\,de2

If you prefer, you can e-mail the above information to acg@panix.com or sign-up
outside the Reporter office.

Mail to:
Attorney Career Guidance
149 Fifth Avenue
Suite 709
New York, NY 10010

In May 1991, Susan traveled to Italy where
···························•··················································
she was immediately attracted to the paintings of Tickets provided counesy of Attorney Career Guidance, Inc., a New York City-based transition consulting firm for Jaw students
the Renaissance period, specifically the portrayal
and attorneys.
of the female figures. She began reading about
religion, art history, and the nude in Western Art.•..
Essentially, Susan made her own versions of the
paintings, where she dealt with the characters on
her terms. "What was exciting for me was that I
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Richud J. Conviscr
President & CEO

176 West Adams Street, Suite 2100, Chicago, lllinois 60603
(312) 782-6616 • (800) 621-0498 •Fax: (312) 782-2378

Dear Students:
More rh~ 25 years ago, I founded BARJBRI Bar Review upon two core principles: First, law
students deserve the best and most up-to-dace bar review possible; second, they should expect
their bar review course to maintain the highest ethical standards in informing students about the
courses. Since chat time, everyone at BARJBRI has held fast to chose principles.
Unfortunately, the nation's newest bar review, West Bar, has not.
In law schools across America, West Bar has blanketed bulletin boards and flooded student
mailboxes with misleading flyers and letters. Students everywhere are being asked to believe
that BARJBRI has been stripped of its best and brightest.
I assure you chat nothing could be farther from the truth. In over 25 years as the head of this
company, I have never responded directly to the claims and puffery of ocher bar review courses.
However, in light of the sheer volume of misinformation, I feel compelled to separate fact
from fiction.

FICTION: BARJBRI's management has left.
FACT: Last year, two former BARJBRI employees started West Bar. Conrrary to
West Bar's claims, neither ever served as the President or National
Director of our company. In fact, both were primarily regional directors
witb no meaningful input in the creation or editing of materials or
lectures. It is true, however, that these two former employees aggressively
pursued many of BARJBRI's attorneys. Their efforts fell flat. Of the
more than 50 attorneys working for BARJBRI nationwide, a grand total
of one left.

FICTION: All of BARJBRI's best faculty "w~nt West."
f ACT: Here too, West Bar's aggressive pursuit was in vain. BARJBRI has over
300 lecturers in 46 jurisdictions. Only I 0 left to join the two former
BARJBRI employees in their "start-up" bar review. Seven ofthese ten were
ranked in the ·bottom 25% on BAR/BRI student evaluations.
Your bar exam is too important to be left to inexperience. I know chat students have
historically selected their bar review course based on experience and quality. I trust that
BAR/BRI's more than 25 years of preparing students for bar exams nationwide counts as experience. And I am sure that over 500,000 successful attorneys can vouch for our quality.
We look forward to helping you make the bar exam a once-in-your-lifetime experience.
Sincerely,

Richard J. Conviser

Celebrating Over 25 Years ofExcellence
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